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The dream
I find myself in front of the Matrixian temple. An actual cathedral rises up
before my very eyes. A place to worship all the Matrixian divinities. I enter
and make out television screens showing the political, economic and
religious leaders. The supreme chiefs of a new planetary order.
I look around me… I see shells with a human appearance walking without
a destination, hurrying without a reason, making efforts in vain, speaking
without saying anything, thinking without reflecting… Zombies, living
dead, souls without a soul, living beings without life, spiritual entities
without hope. Anxiety is painted on their faces, fear breaks their voices,
desperation pervades their entire bodies. They wait on and completely
depend on the messages radiating from the television screens of
a Matrixian “Big Brother”.
A strange, hypnotic atmosphere pervades me… it seems to touch me,
feel me. I can even feel the chilling odor of its breath. Every being inside
this temple seems to live according to its rhythm… their hearts beat
in unison.
The blood in my veins stops. As if drugged, I fall into a trance-like state,
a deep stupor that I perceive as fatal. The images on the screens are
impressed on my conscious and subconscious mind, they mould me into
their image and likeness. I am one with the Matrix.
My ears hear the toast of the Matrix commander-in-chief who personally
inaugurates the “New Era”. But suddenly a voice interrupts this universal,
rebellious, orgy-like party. With the strength that comes from desperation,
I turn… my eyes struggle to focus on an alcove jutting out from the central
aisle of the cathedral. I make out a simple young man who is speaking.
His clothes are white and his face shines. He has a secure and smiling,

strong and humble, courageous and loving air about him. His arms are
open as a sign of welcome and his message is clear and simple: “Come
out of the Matrix because Jesus is coming to take you home!”
I gather my last strengths and cry out to God. I grasp breathlessly to
this last heave of liberty from my soul. The Spirit of Jesus whispers
into my ear telling me that I am living in the last days, just before His
glorious return, days in which the citizens of the Matrix wander from the
faith, giving heed to deceiving spirits and the doctrines of DEMONS.
I understand that the Matrix is not my home. I realize that this cathedral,
as impressive as it is false, is not the house of God. I understand that
only outside of the Matrix can I encounter Jesus, He who conquered the
Matrix and has an eternal plan for me.
With eyes closed, arms and legs paralyzed and my heart in my throat,
I cry out: “Jesus, I’m with you! Free me and take me home!” My soul
takes a deep breath and is reborn, hope pervades every cell in my body,
my mind rediscovers its brilliant lucidity.
The zombies that fill the cathedral assail me, they spit on me and deride
me. The secret dossiers of the authorities label me as a Jesus fanatic.
Suddenly the supreme leaders declare me an outlaw! My credentials
to buy, sell, work… to exist are taken away. The Matrixian masses too,
declare me public enemy number one and my old friends, acquaintances
and relatives turn against me.
I find myself abandoned and with no food. Only the clothes on my back
seem to belong to me. I no longer have any future prospects or dignity.
The Matrix repudiates me, erases me. But suddenly an ANGEL comes
close, embraces me and uplifts my soul with his smile and warmth.

He tells me he was sent by Jesus especially for me, that I am under his protection
and he offers me food. Refreshed physically, emotionally and spiritually, I resume
my struggle and start to exhort the zombies to accept Jesus, thus pulling the plug
on the DEMONS that enslave them and freeing them from the Matrixian virus
that is as subtle and odorless as it is virulent and fatal.
Many laugh in my face, but one, with tears in his eyes, throws himself into the
darkness grasping only to the lamp of hope lit by me. I see him come out of the
Matrixian temple, abandon the false cathedral. Amazed, I witness his genetic
mutation: from zombie to new, living creature. His clothes miraculously become
white and immaculate, his face shines. I almost seem to confuse him with Jesus’
ANGELS who surround and protect him.
Suddenly, the whole earth trembles. I hear a trumpet sound, a sound that splits
the conspiracy of silence that mysteriously pervades everything around me.
I see the whole Matrix empire crumble… the cathedral implodes like the walls of
Jericho. The zombies start to seek refuge in the dens and caves. The kings of the
Matrix, together with their commander-in-chief, have terror written all over their
faces. They are incredulous, impotent, humiliated… annulled.
I start to make out other fans of Jesus who like me have been re-clothed and
protected. Their gaze is fixed towards the sky. I also turn to look at the sky and
notice that a small cloud is approaching, getting bigger and bigger. The more
the minutes pass by, the more my eyes distinguish hoards of angels in the cloud
surrounding someone seated on a throne. His light is infinitely more powerful
than that of the sun, but strangely my eyes are not affected. On the contrary,
they recognize Him, He who created, loved and saved me and is returning to
take me back home!!!
My whole being rejoices: “Yes, the wait is over!” My body starts to lift off the

earth accompanied by my ANGEL who finally introduces himself as my
guardian angel, the one who has been present at every moment of my
life. I fly toward my Redeemer Jesus while planet earth gets smaller and
smaller behind me.
Jesus is there, yes it really is Him… His smile, His embrace and His
gentle voice. He calls me by name, caresses my cheek and tells me,
“You’re finally home!”
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Introduction

“It must have been an angel” I often hear people
say when they have experienced something good
and believe they have witnessed a miracle. The
issue of angels is more topical than ever today;
everyone is talking about it. Both in the past and in the present the
existence and mission of angels have always aroused great interest.
Numerous paranormal events like UFO sightings, apparitions, dreams
and more are often attributed to angels.
Today I find on the market a vast range of material on angels: books,
magazines, DVDs and more. A day doesn’t go by without the massmedia, the press, cinema and advertising mentioning angels. I must
however admit, in spite of myself, that all this has caused no little
confusion about the existence of angels and their invisible world. Many
of the things written and said about angels are the product of pure
human fantasy and have absolutely nothing to do with what the Bible
says about them.
The Bible makes many statements about the existence of these
supernatural powers that influence, inscrutably, men’s lives and
therefore also influence mine. Evidently, they can be of divine origin i.e.
“presided over” by God, who, in His all-knowing wisdom, intervenes
in the lives of His creatures to save, free and heal them according to a
loving, fatherly plan that He carries out in their favor: “Indeed, I know
the thoughts I have for you,” says God: “thoughts of peace and not of
evil, to give you an expected end” (see Jeremiah 29:11).
These powers can also be of demonic origin i.e. “presided over” by the
prince of the Matrix, the leader of the rebellious angels. He too, since the
moment he rebelled against his Creator, has been carrying out a precise
plan: to keep men, by any stratagem, far from Jesus, the only one who
can save them; indeed, Jesus Himself affirms: “I am the way, the truth
and the life; no one comes to the Father except by me” (John 14:6).

Angels
or demons?
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This does not mean that the prince of the Matrix tries to stop me from
having a religion; quite the contrary! Even “in the last days” (see 2
Timothy 3:1), in difficult times, “even though the fans of the Matrix will
be selfish, lovers of money, boasters, proud, blasphemers, disobedient
to parents, ungrateful, unholy, insensitive, disloyal, false accusers,
incontinent, fierce, despisers of what is good, traitors, inconsiderate,
arrogant, lovers of pleasure more than of God” (v. 2-4), they will not
give up religion. Indeed, in the next verse I am told that they will have
“the appearance of fans of Jesus although they have denied His power”.
They will have their religion made up of rituals and outer practices,
barren, devoid of the power that transforms my character into the image
and likeness of Jesus and brings me out of the Matrix.
In the Matrix, invisible to my eyes, between the angels of the Lord (from
now on, ANGELS) and the rebel angels (DEMONS from now on),
battles take place that can last days and even weeks. These battles started
in heaven before the definitive expulsion of the prince of the Matrix and
will continue on planet earth until the soon return of Jesus. I haven’t the
slightest idea of what goes on in the air between the ANGELS and the
DEMONS. Every time Jesus wants to free His fans from their slavery to
the prince of the Matrix, a battle automatically ensues.
Oh, if my eyes could only see these conflicts over me between the forces
of good and the forces of evil, I would certainly be more humble and
grateful! But I want to see some of these battles more closely. I want to
discover more about the real presence of the ANGELS on earth among
men, their mission, their powers, their limits, but above all I want to
learn to distinguish the ANGELS from the DEMONS. The stakes are too
high to remain ignorant.

GENESIS

CHAPTER 1
IN T

H E B E GI N N I N G …
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Lucifer.
The lightbearer
God created Lucifer good, with a noble
appearance and very handsome. He is a lot like
God. God also gives him wonderful talents and
entrusts him with high-level important roles
of great significance among all the ANGELS without ever asking too
much of him. Lucifer is the most important cherub, the most majestic
of all the created beings in heaven. He is closest of all to the throne of
God and has the most intimate relationship with Him. He is clothed in
the glory, majesty and power of God. The name Lucifer, which God
Himself chooses for him, literally means “Lightbearer”.
“Lucifer is the seal of perfection, full of wisdom, perfect in beauty; he is
in the garden of Eden, God’s garden. He is in charge of music in heaven;
tambourines and flutes are at his service, prepared for him the day he
was created. Lucifer is a cherub with outspread wings, a protector.
He is perfect in his ways since the day he was created, until the spark
of evil is found in him” (see Ezekiel 28:12-15).

Lucifer is the most important
cherub, the most majestic
of all the created beings
in heaven.
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Big Bang.
The spark of evil
Although God created Lucifer very handsome
and although he had granted him great honor
among the ANGELS, he did not deny him the
freedom to choose evil. It was within his power
to use his gifts negatively. He could have continued to live for the glory
of God, loved and honored by all the ANGELS. His capabilities could
have been a continual blessing for the other created beings and given
God great glory. However, he starts to seek more and more personal
glory and to exploit his power to rouse admiration and attention. He also
lets the ANGELS he leads serve him rather than submitting themselves
to God’s will.
Bit by bit, the desire for vainglory stirs up within him... Despite the
fact that his splendor comes from God, he believes he can make it on
his own. He begins to believe that his intelligence comes not from God
but from himself. Thus, he convinces himself that he deserves the same
honor and power as God. So the kingdom of chaos is born, in opposition
to God’s harmonious kingdom.
Lucifer is convinced that he is greatly loved by the ANGELS. He
holds a high position among them but… within his heart he longs to
become like God. He feels pleased with himself and his ambitious
aims. He knows he can count on the full esteem of the ANGELS. His
great responsibilities earn him respect. Lucifer has always lived in the
presence of God’s throne and so a brilliant light surrounds him. With
great joy he takes note of the fact that the ANGELS obey his orders.
Aren’t his robes marvelous and full of splendor? Why should Jesus be
preferred to him?
The ANGELS acknowledge Jesus’ authority with joy and direct their
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love and adoration towards Him. Lucifer bows down together with all
the others, but within his heart a strange and terrible conflict is now
under way. Honesty, justice and loyalty battle with envy and jealousy...
pride torments him. He feels a deep need for power and dominion and
so, envy of Jesus starts to take over. Lucifer begins his career as “the
prince of the Matrix”, giving rise to the Big Bang of evil, beginning
to stir up rebellion and provoke doubt in the ANGELS who are under
his command. He manages to deceive many ANGELS before his true
intentions come to light. He is completely taken with the ambition to
achieve the same honor and authority that were conferred by God the
Father to God the Son, Jesus. The great cherub becomes jealous and
envious of Jesus and tries to convince his ANGELS, who are under
his majestic authority, that the honor he deserves as the holder of high
office is not being bestowed on him. Through malicious, ambiguous
comments, Lucifer sows doubt in the heart of the ANGELS regarding
Jesus’ authority, which, according to him, he deserved to receive.

Lucifer starts his career
as “the prince of the Matrix”,
giving rise to the Big Bang
of evil.
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By criticizing God, Lucifer slowly gains favor with some of his peers.
Subtly sowing doubt, he manages to stir up a certain degree of malcontent
in the hearts of many ANGELS. He takes that malcontent and makes
himself its spokesman at the council of the angelic hosts. Thus he ably
makes everyone believe that the dissatisfaction is generalized.
Lucifer discovers he has a great advantage over his Creator when it
comes to making his peers believe something. God cannot lie and He
cannot influence the conscience of His creatures. Lucifer, on the other
hand, can lie and fully takes advantage of this enormous benefit. He is
so able in his maneuvers that he effectively hides his real intentions. The
ANGELS who do not unite in his protest are labeled indifferent to their
peers’ problems. This way he manages to blame them for his own faults.
His method consists of confounding the reality of the divine government
with malicious, ambiguous arguments. He ably hides the truth, turning
the reality of the divine intentions upside down. Furthermore, his high
position which allows him a certain closeness to God’s throne gives him
great credibility and gives weight to his conjectures.

God cannot lie to His
creatures. Lucifer, on the other
hand, can lie and fully takes
advantage of this.
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Lucifer’s attempt to destroy the law and image of God before the
inhabitants of heaven initially meets with a certain degree of success.
Many ANGELS allow themselves to be deceived by his words.
However, his apparent victory concludes with a stinging defeat, which,
as its consequence, causes separation from God and exile from heaven.
Unfortunately, the inhabitants of planet earth, on the other hand, offer
him welcome. The Big Bang of evil propagates its rebellious waves on
my planet and Lucifer thus becomes Earth’s illegitimate prince, leading
me, its’ original administrator, to waive my right. The final objective is to
get Jesus, the owner (Psalm 24:1), to waive His claims to this planet He
created, recognizing Lucifer as its new and definitive owner.

Michael.
The archangel
Jesus, who is and always will be God and
Creator like the Father, voluntarily descends
to the ANGELS’ level at the creation of the
angelic realm becoming their supreme leader...
the archangel Michael. I discover that God the Son, by coming to earth
and incarnating Himself as man, descends for the second time, once
again humbly and voluntarily, from God the Son and Michael the
ANGEL to Jesus the man… from Creator and chief of the heavenly
armies to Savior of His creation, the human race. Lucifer, on the other
hand, wants to rise from creature to the rank of creator. Envy springs
up in his heart: “he wants at all costs to be equal to the Most High”
(see Isaiah 14:14). He wants Jesus’ position, Son of God, at all costs.
What a difference between the humility of Jesus the Creator and the
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arrogance of Lucifer the creature!
God the Father tries to dissuade Lucifer, to no avail. He is banished but
he still has free access to God’s throne until Jesus’ death on the cross.
After the resurrection Jesus ascends victorious to His Father in heaven.
Indeed, Jesus defeats death and the forces of evil with His sacrifice. The
Bible (Revelation 4) describes the enthronement of Jesus who sits on the
right hand of God the Father. But before all this happens, the prince of
the Matrix is definitively expelled from heaven, unfortunately by force,
with his whole host of DEMONS. I read: “And there was war in heaven:
Michael and his angels fought against the dragon. The dragon and his
angels fought, but they did not prevail and there was no more place for
them in heaven. The great dragon, that old serpent called the devil and
the prince of the Matrix, the deceiver of the whole world, was cast down
to earth and his demons were cast out with him” (see Rev 12:7-9).
Although the ANGELS are more numerous and stronger than the
DEMONS, the intervention of the archangel Michael, chief of the whole
heavenly army, was crucial. Now preparation is under way for the great,
final battle before the glorious return of God the Son, archangel Michael
to the ANGELS, Jesus Christ to me.
In the last cosmic battle between good and evil, the prince of lies, in
order to deceive Jesus’ fans, will resort to his capacity to perform great
marvels, wonders and signs (see Matt 24:24; Rev 13:13), but God
will intervene, as always, as the chief of the heavenly hosts, Michael,
and will win: “At that time Michael will stand up, the great chief, the
defender of your people’s children; ...and your people will be saved”
(Daniel 12:1). Signs and wonders, then, are the great and powerful arms
in the hands of the prince of lies, the one who passes himself off as
god, creator, bringer of light and friend to the human race. These signs
and wonders hide a secret of vital importance for me. They conceal and
guard the original lie, a mortal poison for my soul. All this is contained
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in the following top secret X-files that the prince of darkness has been
covering up for millennia. But the time has come to unmask the rebel
angel, deciphering his X-files. Jesus will guide me in this spiritual battle
through His powerful ANGELS.

What a difference between the
humility of Jesus the Creator
and the pride of Lucifer the
creature!
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X-File I:
Magic
Going beyond the limits of the visible somehow
makes me curious, stimulates me… it’s exciting.
My ancestors, to discover the world that
surrounded them, to try to dominate it, often
turned to magic, to then pass, over the ages, to witchcraft, alchemy, the
occult, the esoteric… A common phenomenon: the need for magic. But
once the threshold of the invisible has been crossed, I risk falling into the
trap of dependence, until I’m possessed by these practices and the entities
that control and exercise them. This is a very dangerous game, even though
to my inexperienced eyes the most widespread X-files might seem innocent
and innocuous, such as for example:
• Superstition – Irrational belief and religious fear of supernatural things.
• Amulets or Talismans – Any object I carry with me out of superstition to
preserve me from harm or danger.
• Cartomancy – The assumption that the future can be discerned through
tarot cards.
• The pendulum – It is believed that the future can be told through its
oscillations…
• Chiromancy – The art by which, by the observation of the lines of my
hand, I assume I can discern my qualities and foresee the events that will
take place in my life.
• Hypnosis – Artificially induced sleep which leaves free access to my
mind.
• Necromancy – Divination through the dead and the beseeching of their
souls.
• Typtology – The interpretation of the rapping sounds on the tables at
séances.
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If I think that “magic” is merely synonymous with ignorance or superstition,
then I haven’t yet given a careful look at the following X-files of the prince
of the Matrix. If I do, I’ll discover that attraction to the unknown and the
invisible pushes me into a fatal trap for my soul. Anything but innocuous,
inoffensive games.

X-File II:
Spiritism
Through spiritism paranormal phenomena
certainly occur but not thanks to the assumed
and never scientifically proven or found
psychic faculties of the brain but due to the
indulgence of invisible entities.
Often those who believe in spiritism and its allure are those who have
managed to maintain almost intact feelings of love, brotherhood,
solidarity, deep religiousness. I might therefore be tempted to believe
that spiritism is the right answer to man’s highest aspirations. I need to
believe; to believe that life is not just an illusion; to believe, above all,
in order to not fear death. This is the main reason that millions of people
have turned to spiritism: the hope of being able to still speak with a
deceased loved one. The temptation is irresistible: faith is placed in the
entities because they confess their closeness to Jesus and demonstrate
that the main mission of their apparitions is to console the human
race. But is this really true? Are these entities ANGELS or are they
companions of the first rebel angel, DEMONS?
Very often the so-called ‘entities of light’ love to credit themselves
by referring to the elements and doctrines of faith in Jesus. I hear talk
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of entities who live in close contact with Jesus Himself; others are the
announcers of Jesus’ mother; a large number are spirits who inform me
that they have been sent to spur me on to read the Bible and so on.
It turns out that Christianity is not the only subject of the mediums’
drawing rooms: agnostic spirits also often have a peek there, but so
do ecumenical, Hindu, Buddhist and even lay ones. How can I not be
perplexed by so much confusion; that’s ok on earth but I expected better
from heaven. Instead, I note that even in the hereafter there are parishes,
groups and parties: weren’t these seductive ANGELS all in contact with
the only true God? If God is absolute truth, then the entities prove they
don’t know Him at all.

X-File III:
Astrology
It doesn’t take much to get people to believe,
because people want to believe. All men tend
to be more or less credulous. There are always
lots of “April fool’s” victims; there are legions
of tricksters and scroungers often take advantage of the blind faith of
those who allow themselves to be deceived. This tendency to be gullible
often implies a blind faith in ‘those who know’. This is the secret behind
the success of astrology in general and of horoscopes in particular.
Astrology is the art that proposes to predict future events through
the observation of the stars and planets and presumes to discover the
influences of the stars on man and the things of the world. I cannot
consider astrology a science, a serious philosophy or even a valid aid to
psychology. So it’s simply a branch of magic. What part does God have
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in astrological predictions? Can there be encounter and convergence
between the astrological and biblical doctrines? I start to investigate the
Bible’s Old Testament.
I can find a first testimony of the encounter of the people of Israel with
astrological practices in the 32nd chapter of Exodus. It narrates the
experience of the people of Israel lead by Moses in the desert to flee
Egyptian tyranny, camped at the foot of Mount Sinai waiting to receive
the Ten Commandments from God. Moses, who had climbed the mount
to receive the Tables of the Law, is taking a long time to descend. The
people become impatient and construct an idol to worship: a golden calf.
The Israelites could only have seen this figure in Egypt; and indeed it
was the perfect copy of the Egyptian astrological god ‘Taurus’. When
Moses sees the calf he ignites with anger and throws the tablets of
the commandments from his hands, breaking them at the foot of the
mountain. Then he takes the calf they had made, burns it with fire,
reduces it to dust, sprinkles the dust on the water and makes the children
of Israel drink it.
Another story in the Bible makes it clear to me that it was not astrological
calculations, or any divinatory practice that helped Daniel to reveal to
King Nebuchadnezzar his dream and give him its correct interpretation
and God’s prophet recognizes this: “Blessed be the name of the Lord…
For wisdom and strength are His… He gives wisdom to the wise, and
knowledge to those with intellect… He reveals the deep and hidden things;
He knows what is in the shadows and light dwells with Him”. And to the
same king, the prophet will say: “The secret that the king asks neither wise
men, nor soothsayers, nor magicians, nor astrologers can reveal to the
king… what will happen in the last days” (Daniel 2:20-22+27-29).
I therefore discover very clearly that astrology and the Bible do not get on
very well together. On the contrary, the most important Bible characters
vehemently opposed the infiltration of astrology among their people.
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X-File IV:
Reincarnation
The law of Karma! How much misery has
been caused and continues to be caused by
this Matrixian idea. It teaches that life is only
suffering to be atoned and to bear; it urges
towards fatalism and resignation; it denies man of any aspiration to joy;
it frustrates him in all his attempts to plan and arrange for his future; it
renders him void of social, moral and intellectual interests; destroys every
seed of altruism, bending man only over himself and his suffering, forcing
him to concentrate continually on the preoccupation of avoiding wrong
steps in order not to prolong the cycle of rebirths.
The law of Karma involves no options of ‘sin’ or ‘judgment’. There is no
personal God who judges, and there is no judgment. Pardon for sin cannot
be conceived of, nor mercy and understanding for those who fall victim to
the tentacles of sin; no redemption: therefore, no salvation.
In the biblical vision the categories of ‘good’ and ‘evil’ are in opposition
and well distinguished. Karma, on the other hand, eliminates the idea of
God, leaving man with the fatal illusion of being responsible, not to a
moral code, but only to himself. The doctrine of reincarnation urges man
to feel and make himself a god to himself. Throughout the doctrine of
reincarnation, the only absentee is God Himself.
It is written: “It is established that men die only once” (Hebrews 9:27),
after which each man will have the immense joy of meeting God, who
will “dry every tear and heal all pain” (see Revelation 21:4). So the
doctrine of reincarnation is, in every respect, the disintegration of the God
who I know as a fan of Jesus. If I adventure onto its slopes, besides not
encountering the true God, I often don’t even encounter myself.
Today, in this life, the only one I have, I am given the possibility of
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knowing God. It is easy to choose an idol as a travelling companion when
my earthly horizon threatens only clouds, delusion, bitterness, defeat,
desperation; it is easy to look ‘elsewhere’. It is easy to fall into the vicelike grip of a false god when, disappointed, discouraged, or perhaps just
curious, I let myself be blinded by the sparkle of promises as enticing
as they are fictitious. Sects, holy men, gurus, paragnostics of every sort,
are ready to swell the ranks of their followers with more and more new
victims.

X-File V:
A goddess “Made in the Matrix”
Mary, Jesus’ earthly mother, was a wonderful
woman… blessed among women. Mary was
a simple young woman, but she knew how
to read and write. She, called in the Bible the
servant of the Lord, was a humble woman and very poor, but deeply
devout and pious. Mary lived in Galilee, in the town of Nazareth, a town
with a bad reputation, and was (still a virgin) betrothed to marry Joseph.
Mary, “favored by divine grace”, was chosen to be the mother of Jesus,
Son of God incarnate. She, surprised, felt very honored by the message
from the marvelous ANGEL Gabriel, but was left perplexed and reacted
with embarrassment, only progressively understanding her son Jesus’
mission (Mark 3:21).
Mary was always conscious of being made by her Creator and thus of
needing God’s grace. She considered herself a blessed woman and was
happy to have been saved by grace. Mary never placed herself on the
same level as Jesus and did not consider herself a mediator between
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God and men. Furthermore, she never made people worship and/or pray
to her and never even expected it: in all the encounters with Jesus, only
He was ever worshipped. So I ask myself how it can be that in the Matrix
today two million Hail Marys are recited every day. Why do every year
millions of people of every race, tongue and creed visit Lourdes to drink
from its healing waters? Why do more than 10 million go to Guadeloupe
to pray to Jesus’ earthly mother?... Why the apparitions? What is it
about Mary?
There is no doubt that her loving messages and maternal apparitions
attract the masses. One of the most intriguing aspects of the recent rise
in Mary’s popularity is precisely this: in a restless world, the emotional
need for her is so irresistible that even people who do not have an evident
bond with her are attracted. What’s more, there is another aspect of
the apparitions that is drawing many: I do not marvel that in the last
decades, with the continuous investigation into the supernatural, people
feel attracted by miracles. But I want to ask myself: is it really Mary or
is there a false copy of Jesus’ mother in circulation?
Carefully reading the Gospel I notice how harsh Jesus was with His
mother; recalling the gospel passage that recounts the episode of the
wedding in Canaan. Jesus and His mother are invited by the bride
and groom; at a certain point during the festivities, the wine runs out.
Mary, realizing this, tries to prompt Jesus to do something about it. Her
son’s reply seems, indeed, standoffish: “What have I to do with you,
woman?” (John 2:4). It seems rude, but it isn’t. Jesus was simply putting
the protagonists of the marvelous story that is the Gospel in their right
places. Jesus is the Messiah, the Savior, not Mary. Jesus has a mission
to accomplish for the human race and this is why He was sent by the
Father; Mary was the human “means” chosen by the Most High.
Jesus is God incarnate; Mary is, and always will be, a created being. And
yet the Matrixian theologians have promoted her so much as to obscure
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God the Son and God the Father Himself. Some continue to believe that
it is better to heed the “thus saith the people” than the gospel “thus saith
the Lord”!
No, Jesus is not rude to His mother: as a true prophet He had already
seen, through the centuries, what would have been made of His mother:
a goddess. Jesus loves His mother but He makes sure to add: “Whoever
does the will of my Father is my mother and my brother” (Matthew
12:50). And the fact that Jesus loves His mother is demonstrated on the
cross: He calls His disciple, John, to look after her, as her son, for the
rest of her life. It is true; Mary is mentioned few times in the Gospel;
certainly never as a goddess.
The figure of Mary is full of emotional and psychological meaning for
a great mass of the faithful. She is the heavenly mother who protects
from an apparently unapproachable God who is often too angry. She is
the symbol of the cradle, of protection and of mediation. But since all
this corresponds to a somewhat emotional logic, it has no foundation in
the Word of God. The Bible indeed tells me: “And in no other is there
salvation; for there is no other name under heaven by which we can be
saved” (Acts 4:12). No other name: not even that of Mary. How did the
Marian exaggeration come about in the Matrix?
I discover, with great amazement, from history that the Matrixian practice
of goddess worship is common to almost every tribe, tongue, religion
and nation of the world. There is no end to the amount of documents
on the importance of the female divinities in the Matrixian religions
and cultures. Nowadays hundreds of millions of individuals all over the
planet believe in at least one goddess. In the belief systems of all these
religions the role of female divinities is central and the veneration of
goddesses of nature or of fertility is a consequence.
But the most interesting fact is that many believe that it is the same
goddess, a goddess with many different titles, who has been called
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by different names over the various eras. Apparently this goddess
has been venerated all over the world for millennia. Although she is
presented with different titles, many researchers believe that it is the
same entity. There is no doubt that her appeal transcends religious and
cultural barriers and, according to her own predictions, the climax of
her mission is approaching. And also from the Bible I learn that God’s
people repeatedly worshipped a mysterious “Queen of the Heavens” –
known in Bible times as Astarte, Ashtoreth, Asherah, Ishtar, Venus or
Diana. As I discover, thanks to the following Bible quotation, God used
strong words to refer to the Queen of the Heavens and her fans. Indeed,
the prophet Isaiah warns me about a deceptive woman called the “virgin
daughter of the Matrix” and “the lady of the realms”, who would be
unmasked and punished by God. Isaiah chapter 47 describes how this
queen will lose her throne and be cast into the shadows. The virgin
daughter of the Matrix proclaims that she will be queen for ever but God
tells her that she does not remember how things will end i.e. that she
will be completely destroyed. Isaiah’s prophecy assures me that this will
occur in a moment.
What other “lady” (Isaiah 47:5) enchants God’s people (Isaiah 47:6-9),
comes as a “queen” with a throne (Isaiah 47:1), shows herself all over
the world as tender, delicate and beautiful (Isaiah 47:1), is hiding her true
nature (Isaiah 47:2), wants to be elected “co-redeemer” (Isaiah 47:3,4),
proclaims herself the “lady of the realms” (Isaiah 47:5), declares that she
is the “mother of all humanity” (Isaiah 47:8) and deceives God’s people
with her sorcery and spells (Isaiah 47:9)?
This “lady”, who affirms to be the mother of the human race, is deceiving
many fans of Jesus with her signs and wonders. Admitting that she still
has not revealed herself to the world in the fullness of her glory, she
predicts signs and heavenly wonders which all the world will soon
witness.
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The messages from the apparitions of this mysterious entity encourage
her fans to believe that there are various ways to reach heaven. This false
doctrine is well received by the majority of the citizens of the Matrix but
it contradicts the clear Bible teaching according to which Jesus is the
only way. Only Jesus is the door to heaven: “I am the way; if any man
enters by me, he will be saved” (John 10:9). Tragically, Jesus Himself
predicts that many will seek to enter heaven by a different “door”, by
another way. Therefore, Mary, the true earthly mother of Jesus, cannot
be behind these apparitions, signs and wonders. So this indecipherable,
ambiguous entity does not have the passport to heaven.

X-File VI:
Ufo
Reading the thousands of UFO “communications” received by hundreds of those
who have been contacted, the least that can
happen is that I’m left perplexed. Just as
with the spiritualist communications, from spaceships too messages
arrive for the most assorted tastes: extolling God, the cosmic Christ,
an atheist conception of existence, a new esoteric philosophy, a
rational-technological affirmation of the spirit, and so on. The
interstellar consumers do not care if these messages, all proclaimed
by wise characters, more often than not contradict one another, often
cancelling one another. The rivalry between “Christian” and “atheist”
extraterrestrials surprises me; but I would never have imagined that
many of them would also be devotees of the cult to the presumed mother
of Jesus. But don’t they all come from the same heaven? Don’t they all
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know the same God and the same, sole Truth?
Religious manifestations have always been accompanied by UFO
phenomena (rotating suns, lights in the sky, etc). But what is the
meaning of this UFO-religion union? And in the final analysis, ‘who’
is manipulating, with the apparitions of a goddess, my religious beliefs?
And above all, to what aim? The apparitions of the self-styled mother
of Jesus, over recent years, are becoming an ‘epidemic’. True brain
washing. It has all the appearance of a world program of ‘indoctrinating’
the masses destined to intensify over time.
However I look at it, the issue is unclear: I need a “pole-star” to indicate
me with certainty the pole of Good and the pole of evil. Only thanks
to a firm, absolute point of reference will I be able to distinguish the
ANGELS from the DEMONS. I want to discover if this star exists.

Only Jesus is the way to
heaven: “I am the way;
if anyone enters by me,
he will be saved”.
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North star.
The Bible
About forty people with different cultures,
sensitivity, social backgrounds and means of
expression have contributed to write the sacred
book. Despite this characteristic, the Bible
presents an extremely high degree of harmony and literary unity. Kings,
priests, farmers, shepherds, doctors, teachers, men of the law, historians,
men of state, etc have contributed to its writing, which lasted sixteen
centuries. This assortment does not damage or diminish the value of
the message; the miracle lies here. Where could such unity in vision,
structure, message and doctrine, despite the centuries and numerous
instruments necessary for its writing, have come from? There is only
one answer to this question: the Scriptures actually have only one
Author, the Holy Spirit. There is one Revelation through Him, because
it is always the one true God speaking.
The Bible, therefore, could really be the “pole-star” I had been
looking for, the solid, incontestable point of reference to weigh up
every spiritualist claim, unmasking any DEMONS who might present
themselves in angelic clothing.
What I want to discover is not so much the existence or not of the spirits
but their origin… their “pole”. I note the contradiction: the spirits invite
me to consult the Bible and the Bible prohibits me from consulting the
spirits.
• I read in the book of Leviticus: “Do not turn to the spirits, or to
soothsayers; do not consult them so that you will not be contaminated
by them. I am the Lord your God” (Leviticus 19:31).
• And more: “...if anyone turns to the spirits and the soothsayers
to prostitute themselves with them, I will turn my face away from
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that person…” (Leviticus 20:6).
• In the book of Deuteronomy too I find indications to this end “…you
will not learn to imitate the abominable practices of those nations. Let
none be found among you who… practice soothsaying, or astrology, or
predict the future, or magicians or sorcerers, or those who consult the
spirits, or tell fortunes, or necromancers, because the LORD detests all
those who do such things” (Deuteronomy 18:9-12). There is a strange
contrast between these biblical declarations and the spiritualist ones
since the entities assume the responsibility of wanting to bring me to
God and God in the Bible seems determined to want to take me far from
their presence.

The Bible really could be
the “pole-star” I had been
looking for.
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Messiah.
Emmanuel
One peculiar characteristic about the Bible
is the prophecies. Many of these regard the
person and mission of Jesus; from them I learn
that Jesus Himself is Prophet and Messiah, Son
of God, Savior of the human race. No other prophet was ever described
like this. No other prophet was ‘prophetically’ announced like Jesus
was. More than three hundred passages in the Old Testament announce
Jesus as the ‘liberator of the oppressed’, ‘redeemer from sin’.
Most of the prophecies in the Holy Scriptures have been fulfilled with
astonishing precision; however there are some which are yet to be fulfilled:
for example those regarding Jesus’ second coming to earth. But in their
totality the prophecies always point to and confirm one person: Jesus
Christ, the prophesied prophet, who was also familiar with and preached
the prophesies. What the Bible said about Him has duly come to pass and
Jesus explained this to His disciples with great simplicity: “These are the
things that I told you when I was still with you: that all these things written
about me in the law of Moses, the Prophets and the Psalms should come
to pass” (Luke 24:44).
No other religious leader, no other prophet – real or presumed – was
ever prophesied about as much as or in the same way as Jesus. No wise
man, guru or human master ever said, did, prophesied to the degree,
depth and veracity of Jesus. Although various men and women worthy
of respect and admiration are to be found in the history of religious
movements, none of them can assume the rights and titles attributed to
Jesus: Son of God and Savior of the world.
The Bible confirms to me that He is Emmanuel (which translated means,
“God with us”) and also “the Way, the Truth and the Life” (John 14:6).
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Immortals.
The promise
According to my pole-star, the first lie to which
the human race was exposed, is that pronounced
by the serpent to Eve in the garden of Eden.
“No, you will not surely die” (Genesis 3:4).
And the echo of this original lie still resounds today in all four corners
of the Matrix.
The religion of the old serpent founds its whole doctrinal structure of the
supposition of a life beyond the earthly life and the existence of an immortal
soul. That allows its fans to believe that many of the entities evoked in
the séances are the souls of their dear loved ones. This is absolutely
impossible. Indeed, my pole-star never talks about an immortal soul.
I want to retrace the chronology of the original lie. The first book
of the Bible, Genesis, informs me that man, created free, chose to
live independently of the laws and advice of God; immortality was
conditional to this obedience: “And the Lord God gave the man this
commandment: ‘You may eat freely of the fruit of all the trees in the
garden; but do not eat from the tree of the knowledge of good and evil
because in the day that you eat of it you will surely die” (Genesis 2:16-17).
So my forefathers, by eating the fruit, made themselves independent
from God, wanting to decide for themselves what is good and what
is evil; the operation had no success and my world encountered evil,
distance from the source of life.
And it is due to this voluntary distancing of the creature from the Creator,
the only source of life, that man inevitably encounters death, indeed
losing the wonderful gift of immortality. This initial state of immortality
cannot be reacquired through ‘gnosis’, ‘techniques’ or ‘initiations’; I can
no longer have access to it, except under modified conditions, which I
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will see later. “And so God sent the man away from the garden of Eden,
and placed cherubim with a flaming sword at the east of the garden to
guard the tree of life” (see Genesis 3:24). It its simplicity, with admirable
profoundness, the Bible thus describes to me the condition of man.
A tragic condition, had it not been for God Himself who found a
‘remedy’: the Messiah Savior, Jesus.
In the Holy Scriptures the adjective ‘immortal’ is mentioned only
once: “Now unto the King of the ages, immortal, invisible, God only”
(1st Timothy 1:17), with clear reference to the Creator. On the other
hand, the noun ‘immortality’ is mentioned five times and never applied
to the present nature of man. In conclusion, the only immortal being is
God Himself: “…the King of kings, Lord of lords, who only possesses
immortality” (1st Timothy 6:16).
“The soul that sins will die”, the prophet Ezekiel (18:20) reminds us.
Therefore, there is no life of the soul after death. The philosophical
doctrine of the soul cannot be found anywhere in the Bible. The Bible
does not recognize the expression ‘immortality of the soul’ and knows
nothing about this Matrixian dogma. The philosophical theory of the
immortality and indestructibility of the human soul is completely alien
to the biblical vision.
What the Bible puts clearly into perspective is that Jesus, with His
sacrifice, gave back to the creature the possibility of eternal life:
• “The wages of sin is death; but the gift of God is eternal life in Jesus
Christ, our Lord” (Romans 6:23).
• “God so loved the world that He gave His only begotten Son, that
whosoever believes in Him might not perish but have everlasting life”
(John 3:16).
• “God has given us eternal life and this life is His Son. Whoever has
the Son has life; whoever does not have the Son does not have life”
(1st John 5:11-12).
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With a great quantity of texts my pole-star teaches me unequivocally
that I should seek immortality, constantly following the example and
character of Jesus.
The Matrixian doctrine of the immortality of the soul is the negation on
every level of the fundamental dogmas of the Church of Jesus. Not only
of the Resurrection but above all of the creation. Because an immortal
soul is not created. According to the different Platonic doctrines,
according to all the great Matrixian mythologies, which are indeed their
perfect consequence, the soul was never created, it is an emanation of
divinity, a particle, a divine spark, fallen into and imprisoned in a body
and liberated from that body at death, it returns to blend with divinity.
Thus death is no longer a curse, no longer the wages of sin, quite the
contrary. It is a liberation.
It is from the lying Matrixian rivers that the idea of the immortality of the soul
insinuates itself among God’s people. Supported by the Platonic conception
of the hereafter, the doctrine of immortality plants itself first in Alexandrian
Judaism and later, thanks to Tertullian and Origen, in Christianity too.
But then where does man go after death? The Bible answers me affirming
that human beings all descend into the ‘place of silence’, which it also
calls the ‘rest place of the dead’ or Sheol-Hades. This place has nothing
to do with ‘paradise’ or ‘hell’. It is the place where the deceased, good
and evil alike, wait in oblivion the day of the resurrection. In this place
my deceased loved ones ‘sleep’, to use the biblical expression: “The
living know that they will die; but the dead know nothing and there are
no longer any wages for them; for their memory is forgotten. Their love,
like their hate and their envy have long been lost; and they no longer
have, no ever will have, any part in all that is done under the sun… All
that your hand finds to do, do it with all your might, because in the rest
place of the dead where you will go, there is no work, nor knowledge and
no wisdom” (Ecclesiastes 9:5-10).
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• Do not “live” but, as the Bible affirms,
await in the tomb to be resurrected at the final
judgment, then I cannot attribute to them the
production of paranormal phenomena.
• “Sleep”, I cannot attribute them with the action of moving tables and
audio incisions on magnetic tapes.
• “Rest”, the characters that appear during the séances are able
counterfeiters, liars, who have no regard for the feelings and affection
that bind the living to the dead but take advantage of their memory and
often their appearance for ignoble purposes.
No deceased person can ever appear to anyone; the Lord God says so.
And if spiritism has allowed the contrary to be asserted for millennia,
then I must deduce that spiritism is in contrast to the Father of the
universe.
I reach the conclusion that the doctrine of the immortality of the
soul is the most potent deception that the DEMONS have used
against the human race from the dawn of history.

If the dead…

The Matrixian doctrine of the
immortality of the soul is the
negation on all levels of the
fundamental dogmas
of the Church of Jesus.
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It is from the mendacious
Matrixian rivers that the idea
of the immortality of the soul
insinuates itself among God’s
people.

Jesus.
The antidote
“Jesus is God”. Although ‘a man among
men’, Jesus was equally God: “For in Him
physically dwells all the fullness of the Deity”
(Colossians 2:9). The entire Bible affirms
this peremptorily. Without Him no redemption is possible; no spiritual
progress is achievable. Outside of Him there is no saving truth. The life,
the words, the sacrifice of Jesus are the antidote against eternal death.
Jesus died so that I, man, could live. Jesus has bridged the abyss that
separated my Creator from me, the creature: this is the Gospel.
From the hereafter, on the other hand, come, besides the consolatory
promises of eternal life, echoes of a war of supremacy between spiritual
beings. As if on one side the entities of spiritism, acting as ‘saviors’ and
‘guides’ to humanity, want somehow to supplant and discredit the only
true Savior.
This is the school of the spirits. In these classes, the name of Jesus is
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barely tolerated; His divinity completely neglected; the testimonies of
the theologians, of the church fathers, of the apostles, grossly distorted
and mendaciously repackaged for a purpose and aim that no longer even
have the tones of a farce. It would suffice me to reread the original texts
to avoid the humiliation of being scoffed at by whoever’s turn it is to
do the imitation. This is how I learned from the ‘messengers from the
hereafter’ of a Jesus who escaped to India; who never died on the cross;
married to Mary Magdalene; the first Templar; a medium and even an
extra-terrestrial.

The life, the words, the
sacrifice of Jesus are the
antidote to eternal death.
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Twilight.
The dawn of a new gospel
Is the gospel of the spirits the same Gospel of
Jesus? Many citizens of the Matrix sincerely
believe this, without ever taking the trouble to
compare the Jesus of history to the nebulous
images transmitted by the spirits. It is not infrequent to come across
the case of people who, while ignoring everything with a biblical
content, accept as true words, advice, orders from one of the many spirit
‘Jesuses’. These people accept everything as truth without realizing that
most of the ‘revelations’ of the spirit Jesus are in strict contrast with the
Revelation of Jesus Christ in the Bible. This same Bible to which the
entities direct me with suspicious care.
The entities gloss too rapidly over fundamental Bible principles; as
though the main message they want to deliver to me is: “We will comfort
you telling you that we are of your same religion, but don’t worry about
it; think about what we tell you”. Indeed it seems that the entities use
the Bible only as a picklock to lower my resistance. After having gained
my trust they inundate me with a deluge of advice, moralizing phrases,
prohibitions and indications for every aspect of my life. The important
thing is to keep me in suspense about the invisible and the spiritist
events, not to let me reason or anything like that.
It is however clear to me that where the Bible places the accent on the
indispensable help of God to grow spiritually, in the spiritist environment
the emphasis is on the practice of an exhilarating self-purification. In
clearer terms that means that spiritualism completely renounces the
biblical revelation and Jesus’ work; this means that in spiritism it is
not possible to retrace any foundation to the biblical Gospel. It is to all
effects another gospel… a new mystical, spiritual philosophy based on
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signs and wonders! And yet the entities swear the opposite is true.
When the prince of the Matrix wants to sow evil, he starts by saying
good, acceptable things. The ‘well said’ of the spirits often is equivalent
to ‘half said’. As far as the Absolute Truth is concerned, a ‘half-truth’
is equivalent to lies, perhaps spiritual, but still lies. And yet thousands
of sincere fans of Jesus, besides those who are not religious, agnostics
and atheists are lead onto the slopes traced with spiritist revelations and
walk there briskly, convinced of finally reaching ‘the Father’s House’.
These people, while they rejoice over what they consider to be sublime
discoveries, do not realize that they are being drawn in by the original
lie. So, spiritualism, despite its claim of being a development of faith in
Jesus, is only its flagrant contradiction.
It is written: “...even if an angel from heaven should preach a different
gospel to the one we preach, he is anathema” (Galatians 1:8). Since the
entities of spiritualism often love to define themselves ‘ANGELS’; since
their ‘gospel’ does not correspond to the Gospel; it follows that they are
‘anathema’, i.e. ‘cursed’. Since spiritualism and occultism are “another
doctrine”, my pole-star can rightly say that their doctrines are “doctrines
of devils”. It does not affirm with a politically correct language that they
are doctrines of the ‘initiated’ or ‘parapsychologists’, nor does it say they
are ‘revelations from the dead’.
But how can it be that a fan of Jesus who believes in the biblical teaching
could accept the gospel according to the Matrix? Nowadays few selfstyled fans read the Word of their Master. Too often I myself make do
with what is preached to me as biblical. I don’t always find it interesting
to personally study the Bible. Here’s how Jesus wants to equip me to
be able to distinguish the false from the true, the DEMONS from the
ANGELS: “If you persevere in my word, you really are my fan; you
know the truth and the truth will set you free” (see John 8: 31-32). And
to grow in faith and develop greater insight I need to grasp strongly to
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the teachings of the Word of God. “To grasp” means to submit myself to
Jesus’ teachings (or, let them govern my mental, physical and spiritual
life). If I do this, then I can define myself His authentic fan. Therefore I
will know the truth and it will set me free.

Charmer.
Deceptive spirits
I want to be aware of the existence of spiritual
creatures distinguished as good and evil. Each
man is, as it were, invisibly accompanied by
these spiritual creatures. The ANGELS follow
Jesus, they are bound by the will of God and act in man’s favor; the
DEMONS follow the prince of darkness and lies, acting in exactly the
opposite way, in opposition to God and with the intention of destroying
and leading His creatures like me astray. These DEMONS, perfidious
enchanters that they are, to deceive me, use a precise tactic in three steps
that aims to:
1. amaze me, stirring up the maximum of emotions to reduce the critical
spirit to a minimum;
2. slowly gain my trust in order to render me receptive to the teachings
they want me to believe;
3. make me accept their instructions without resistance. This is the
phase of true brainwashing when the willing student is now ready to do
whatever the invisible master suggests.
So, ANGELS and DEMONS are the invisible spectators of the unfolding
of my earthly life. They are therefore, aware of all my actions, my
failings and my victories, my vices and my virtues. These entities have
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no power to read my thoughts: they can however inspire them… If they
are evil, they can manipulate, create anxiety, force, and possess my mind
totally.
When an individual dies, the supernatural beings survive them or, better,
they continue to live; and they are able, after even millennia, to preserve
the ‘memory’ of the life of a person who they followed in invisibility for
the duration of their entire existence. But there’s more. These beings are
able to ‘represent’ the character and the cultural and ethical characteristics
of the deceased and even imitate their voice. This is what happens indeed
in every séance. In the light of this it is easy to figure out how even the
so-called ‘experiences of memories’ of a presumed reincarnated person
are only the able tricks of deceiving spirits. The DEMONS are invisible,
but they know how to take on countless forms and figures. Temptation
is the simulation of good; it is the deception by which evil takes on the
semblance of good, it is the confusion of good and evil. I can make
out the existence of an ‘occult plan’ and a mysterious ‘intelligence’ that
intends to remove my gaze from a sure source of salvation. But who is
it exactly?

The DEMONS are invisible
but they know how to take on
countless forms and figures.
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Playmaker.
The director
It is astonishing to note how the UFO
apparitions and those of the “goddess made
in the Matrix” do not only have in common
the signs that accompany them (physical,
luminous, atmospheric, etc.) but also the periods in which the apparitions
occur: the so-called ‘waves’. Coinciding with the phenomena that
many attribute to the mother of Jesus, indeed, UFOs are sighted and
photographed on location of the areas where the apparitions take place.
Statistically analyzing the data regarding the various UFO waves
from 1947 till today, I discover that, both the maximum peaks and the
minimum peaks have an extraordinary superposition and synchrony
with the manifestations of the Queen of the heavens. From complete
graphs it emerges that the UFOs and the ‘goddess’ appeared, at the same
time, in the great waves of 1947, 1950, 1954, 1968, until my days. So
a phenomenon exists. But if there is a phenomenon, who is causing it?
Who foreordained it? Is it the ‘goddess’ sponsoring the UFOs or are the
UFOs promoting the ‘goddess’? Does someone want to indoctrinate
me? All this cannot be chance or coincidence.
The Director, the sole intelligence behind all these phenomena and
philosophies under examination, has created extreme confusion
affirming everything and the contrary of everything, with the aim
of destroying everything that is true. This enigmatic playmaker has
demonstrated that he wants to:
A. supplant, and often erase the figure of my Savior Jesus Christ;
B. relativize the importance of my pole-star: the biblical Revelation.
To achieve his aim the Director has constantly used masks and lies.
The UFO-goddess phenomena is only an example. An occult action
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of a camouflaged entity with the aim of deceiving the living. So they
are the same entities which, having taken off the guise of the Queen
of the heavens to convince the devotees of the mother of Jesus, clothe
themselves in Martian diving suits to convince those who don’t believe
in the goddess. Indeed, it is not by chance that in the various waves
registered up till now, the ‘goddess’ has appeared exclusively in
Catholic, Latin countries while the UFOs, simultaneously, appeared in
the ex-Soviet Union and the countries of northern Europe. As if to say:
for those who don’t like the idea of the goddess, the Director can always
play the extraterrestrial card.
But who is this “occult, invisible director of the planet”?

Decoded.
X-Files deciphered
As I have already seen, the Bible reveals that
one day long ago in Eden, Lucifer put all his
efforts into deceiving the first created beings;
he used the trick, now discovered, of the
“speaking and moving” image… the serpent. The following centuries
have shown me numerous and varied other speaking images from
the same “Director”. In the darkness, this director, using a “deceptive
screen” has masked himself taking on the guise of one of my loved ones
to convince me of the possibility of entering into contact with the spirits
and so offer himself ‘in the place of’; he then disguised himself as a
occultist, for the more refined palates trying to stir up in them the great
desire for knowledge intrinsic to human nature and ‘revealing’ empty
and muddled esoteric, occult, kabalistic, gnostic, hermetic knowledge,
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cramming the mind with pseudodiscoveries on numbers, metals, stones,
flowers, pyramids, stars, waters: on everything except the Creator, the
true and living God. The Director distracts me from God, filling me with
fog and smoke.
For the less demanding, the prince of the Matrix, the enemy of God and
man, has disguised himself as a paragnostic, magician, medium, card
reader; he has put on the clothes of the neurotic, hallucinating holy man;
those of the thaumaturgist having understood that miracles and healing
are more convincing than mere words. He has clothed himself as an
“angel of light” to distribute grace and miracles like coins; to rapture
man’s gaze both physically and spiritually: to rapture by hypnotizing,
influencing, magnetizing in order to always direct it elsewhere, in the
heavens, in a cave or under a leafy tree, in the darkness of a trance, among
the clouds… as long as it’s always elsewhere. So that man continues to
walk, over the centuries till the end of the world, not towards the ‘mark’,
but towards an illusion; not as master and protagonist of his life but as in
a trance, hanging by the threads of an invisible ‘puppet master’.
With the complicity of the shadows, of the invisibility, the prince of
the Matrix gains advantage from appearing in the guise of an ANGEL,
benefactor to humanity, entity of light, great initiate, supreme guide. In
the dark he can continue to practice his ancient craft, lying, deceiving
millions of human beings. Biting his tongue, certainly very difficult for
him, he disguises himself as an apostle, saint, evangelist, doctor of the
church, philosopher; even transmitting words and teachings that represent
God and spiritual things in general. While he would naturally be urged to
blaspheme God, he preaches Him, in the hope of destroying those who
seek Him: the important thing is to preach only half the story. Even if
his evilness prompts him to mock men, he contains himself and appears
as their ‘loving’ guide, to get the strategy of getting me to stray from the
only true Way to work. Even though he ardently desires the human race
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to be lost, he gives out moralistic advice in the attempt to adumbrate the
plan of salvation that God has set up precisely to wrench me from the
eternal death that comes from the bite of the ‘old serpent’.
The Adversary, he who the Bible defines “the great dragon, the old
serpent, called the devil and the prince of darkness, the deceiver of the
whole world” (Revelation 12:9) is sworn to a single mission: to lead men
away from believing in and following Jesus, He who “…became to all
those who obey Him, author of eternal salvation” (Hebrews 5:9, 10).
It doesn’t matter how much men become religious, churchgoers or
followers of Christian cults. It doesn’t matter how much they undertake
charity and humanitarian works. What matters, to him, is that they do not
invoke the name of Jesus to ask Him to forgive them and save them; “for
whoever calls on the name of the Lord will be saved” (Romans 10:13).
It might seem absurd, in the third millennium, to talk about demonic
forces influencing men. But it is written: “We battle not against flesh
and blood but principalities, powers, the rulers of darkness of this world,
against the spiritual forces of evil in high places” (Ephesians 6:11, 12).
And I no longer want to believe that it is anachronistic to use this biblical
language. The times in which I live manifest too evidently and clearly that
the “enemy” has been at work. I want to rather ask myself: has he been at
work in me too? I want to discover if these chameleon-like DEMONS,
disguised as ANGELS have also infiltrated my heart and mind.

The prince of the Matrix has
disguised himself as an “angel
of light”, to distribute grace
and miracles like coins.
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Possession.
Sold soul
Two thousand years ago Jesus met many
people who were possessed by DEMONS.
Often these people would foam at the mouth,
showing evident traits of aggressiveness and
scaring all those who encountered them. True monsters in human form.
Today, though, it is very difficult to witness such evident events of
“demon possession”. But is it really possible that in the third millennium
the prince of the Matrix has become weaker or is tired of controlling
human beings and the entire world to the point of total possession? Is it
really possible that there are no longer any fans of the Matrix who sell
their souls to the prince in exchange for money, power, fame and sex?
Am I really sure?
The new generation of DEMONS does not show up with horns and a
pitchfork. They don’t even try to convince me with lying arguments.
They don’t even seem to speak to me. They do not use communication
and persuasion. No. They will no longer run the risk that my brain
and my conscience identify these attacks. The attack is subliminal
and hypnotic… practically invisible. I can just about perceive it if my
“spiritual eyes” are well trained and alert. Its subliminal nature stems
from the fact that they avoid communicating with my brain, bypassing
it with manipulative, deceptive techniques. Rather, its hypnotic nature
derives from its omnipresence in the Matrixian society. The Matrix is
invaded by advertising that stimulates me and puffs up my image. It
whispers to me that “everything revolves around ME”. The Matrix is
full of films that incite me to unleash my basest passions. The Matrix is
full of music that exalts my rebellious spirit. The Matrix is pervaded by
games and entertainment that stimulate my destructive aggressiveness,
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thus inebriating my conscience.
The Matrixian possessed does not look mad or show outward signs
of hysteria or schizophrenia. The Matrixian possessed often has the
appearance of an ANGEL, of an ordinary person who certainly seems not
to be doing anything wrong, but in secret is surrendered to the DEMON
of depravation, or of envy, or dishonesty, or pride, self-exaltation, or
wickedness, falsehood, infidelity, or any of the other character problems
they bear and that pollute and distort their image as a fan of Jesus.
Each day, each minute and each decision of my life inevitably bring about
an inner psychological battle in my conscience. On the one hand there
are the ANGELS who suggest a choice that is coherent with the divine
principles of love, righteousness and truth. On the other hand are the
DEMONS, who, contrariwise, play on my innate pride and all the other
character defects that I still haven’t managed to distance from my heart.
Modern “demon possession” hardly ever reveals itself as it did in the
past with repugnant, coarse, outward manifestations. It hides, malicious
and treacherous, behind each of my character defects, my every error,
every unhealthy inclination against which I have ceased to battle. If
the DEMON of pride, envy or corruption no longer sparks an opposing
struggle in my conscience then I have surrendered to that DEMON.
How many DEMONS do I still have to cast out from my “closet”? How
dark is my inner cellar? For how long will I protect, play down and
justify their presence and “possession” in my life?
The only way out for me as a possessed person in the Matrix is a
genetic mutation from Matrix Style to Christian Style… definitively
from DEMON to ANGEL. And the only one capable of performing
such a profound and authentic change in me is Jesus. Indeed, His Word
promises me: “I will give you a new DNA and will put new genes in you;
I will remove the Matrixian DNA from your body and give you my divine
DNA” (see Ezekiel 36:26).
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Into whose hands do I place my destiny? To whom do I entrust the
control of my inner cellar? Jesus, exactly as He did two thousand years
ago, is capable of casting out these DEMONS from my life making me
physically, psychologically and spiritually free. Jesus is the only one
who can clear my cellar of the most occult and subtle DEMONS. Jesus is
the only one who can free me from the “demon possession” that controls
all the fans of the Matrix in a more or less evident way.

If the DEMON of pride, envy
or corruption no longer
sparks an opposing struggle
in my conscience then I have
surrendered to that DEMON.
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Sanctum.
The divine genetic code
Every living being has a genetic inheritance.
Genetic inheritance is the combination of
genes carried on the DNA molecule. So my
genetic inheritance, or the set of messages
contained in the genes transmitted to me by my parents, is written in my
DNA chain with a code termed genetic.
My pole-star is undeniably clear: the first attribute of God’s DNA is
holiness. Indeed, I note with a hint of wonder how the word “holiness”
(or its synonyms) is found several times in the Bible in association to
God with respect to the word “love” (or its synonyms), “justice” or any
other divine characteristic. God is totally separate from everything that
has been touched by the Matrix. Despite the fact, then, that holiness is
God’s main characteristic, it is systematically ignored or misinterpreted
by many Matrixian wise men. Unscrupulous false prophets, “scientists
of the spirit”, place holiness in contrast with love, another fundamental
gene of the divine genetic inheritance. Holiness appears to have too
negative and sectarian a connotation, while love is a positive concept
which seems to embrace rather than divide. However, I discover that
God’s combination of genes cannot tolerate the gene of evil and clearly
manifests this. God’s love is perfectly compatible with His holiness.
Holiness is thus the main gene in God’s DNA from which all His other
“gene messages” originate. As a fan of Jesus I am invited to follow
God’s example (Ephesians 5: 1), reproducing in me His exact genetic
code. I don’t have the possibility of taking the divine genes that interest
me and/or ignoring the genes that upset me. The concept of God that
has been spread in the Matrix puts to one side the invitation that God
Himself extends to His fans: “Be holy, as I am holy” (Leviticus 11: 44;
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1 Peter 1: 15, 16). If I sincerely love God, I must first of all safeguard the
inviolability of the divine genetic code, reflecting above all the gene of
His sanctity. The moment I, a fan of Jesus, begin to compromise myself
with genes other than those found in the divine DNA, I stop reflecting
the DNA evidence that identifies me undeniably as a child of God (Isaiah
57:15), revealing in me traces of a genetic mutation… and thus of a
different father.

God’s love is perfectly
compatible with His holiness.

Diabolicum.
The genetic mutation of evil
A hereditary disease is a disease which an
individual develops due to the action of one
or more mutated genes that originate from the
genetic inheritance from one or both of the
parents. A mutant is an organism, which, thanks to mutations in its DNA
that occur by chance or are deliberately induced in the laboratory, takes
on characteristics other than those of normal organisms or creatures of
the same species, generally conferring them with capabilities that are
atypical for the species to which they belong.
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In the Matrix there’s a sense of a dramatically mutated spiritual DNA.
The mere act of breathing the oxygen in the Matrix means taking in
invisible but significant molecules of rebellion against my Father and
Creator and His genetic code so clearly transmitted to me through the ten
genes of God’s DNA: the ten commandments contained in Exodus 20.
1st gene: In the Matrix, music exalts my voice, fashion exalts my image,
dancing exalts my sensuality, the cinema exalts my gaze, television
programs exalt my talent, magazines exalt my body, advertising exalts
my desires, companies exalt my career… In short, the Matrix is arranged
all around my EGO, it stimulates it, tantalizes it, drugs it.
The heart of the Matrix pulses to the rhythm of an open and shameless
rebellion against the Creator and His first gene: “Have no other Gods
beside me” (Exodus 20:3). What place does my EGO occupy?
2nd gene: In the Matrix, traditions exalt the relics, religions exalt their
saints and/or prophets, spiritual leaders exalt their own superiority… In
short, the Matrix has developed into a society in which the creature has
taken the place reserved only for the Creator.
The heart of the Matrix pulses to the rhythm of an open and shameless
rebellion against the Creator and His second gene: “Do not bow down
before sculptures or images of things up in heaven or down here on earth
or in the waters under the earth” (see Exodus 20:4-5). Before whom do
my knees bend?
3rd gene: In the Matrix, bloody wars are fought in God’s name, heretics
are persecuted in God’s name, the masses are enslaved in God’s name,
political wars are conducted in God’s name, military alliances are formed
in God’s name, diversity is fought against in God’s name, minorities
are downtrodden in God’s name, God’s friends are labeled fanatics…
In short, the Matrix is governed by an elite of blasphemers.
The heart of the Matrix pulses to the rhythm of an open and shameless
rebellion against the Creator and His third gene: “Do not utter the name
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of the LORD, your God, in vain” (Exodus 20:4-5). What use do my
actions make of God’s name?
4th gene: In the Matrix, doctrines are observed that are born of a genetic
code mutated through the creation of religious festivals, the institution of
festivities, the imposition of days of rest… In short, the calendar in the
Matrix is completely inundated with creatures disguised as demigods.
The heart of the Matrix pulses to the rhythm of an open and shameless
rebellion against the Creator and His fourth gene: “Remember the
seventh day of rest to keep it holy” (see Exodus 20:4-5). Of whom are
my truths and doctrines born?
5th gene: In the Matrix, parents are forgotten in their days of old age,
the elderly are abandoned to themselves, grey hair is looked down on…
On the other hand, the strong are honored, the rich are protected, the
proud are exalted. In short, people are arrogant towards the weak and
doormats to the powerful.
The heart of the Matrix pulses to the rhythm of an open and shameless
rebellion against the Creator and His fifth gene: “Honor your father
and mother” (see Exodus 20:12). To whom do I offer my honor and
respect?
6th gene: In the Matrix, hands are shaken in church pews, hypocritical
hands, hands that do things they do not reveal. Otherwise, who knows
what the other hands might think, they would be appalled. Hands that kill
the poor with hunger, the weak with strength, outsiders with exclusion,
minorities with defamation, the simple with indifference, the ignorant
with derision, the humble with humiliation, the sick with isolation….
Hands raised up behind the backs of the brethren. In short, the weakness
of the many in the Matrix is exploited by the thirst for power of the few.
The heart of the Matrix pulses to the rhythm of an open and shameless
rebellion against the Creator and His sixth gene: “Do not kill” (see Exodus
20:13). Which side am I on, the side of the victims or the assassins?
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7th gene: In the Matrix, the “I want it all, now” philosophy is in vogue,
sacrifices are avoided, renunciation is detested, the new is loved at the
expense of the old, the use and discard mentality is encouraged, total
sexual liberty is lauded…. In short, consumerism in the Matrix is a
virus which has poisoned even the most intimate and fragile of human
relationships.
The heart of the Matrix pulses to the rhythm of an open and shameless
rebellion against the Creator and His seventh gene: “Do not commit
adultery” (see Exodus 20:14). What do my most secret passions reveal?

In the Matrix, hands are shaken
in church pews, hypocritical
hands, hands that do things
they do not reveal.
8th gene: In the Matrix thieves reign. It would suffice to take a glance at
the world of business and Matrixian politics to perceive notable social
injustices on every level. Those with more, resorting to the principles of
“creative finance”, know luxurious, elegant ways to elude public control,
keeping money in their pockets which should be for the community.
In short, the thief with the white collar, jacket and tie is often a very
important and influential person in the Matrix. Unfortunately, the small
businessman and private citizen also increasingly yield to this not very
transparent modus operandi so submerged in the black marsh of crooked
business dealings.
The heart of the Matrix pulses to the rhythm of an open and shameless
rebellion against the Creator and His eighth gene: “Do not steal”
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(Exodus 20:15). Do I really possess only what is mine?
9th gene: In the Matrix white lies exist. Falsehood is increasingly
excused as an innocuous omission for a good purpose. In the Matrix the
biggest lie is “all are equal before the law”. The wealthiest can afford
cynical consultants who delve into the jurisprudential maze deforming
it to suit their own tastes and pleasure. In short, there are liars who are
judged guilty and liars who are let off.
The heart of the Matrix pulses to the rhythm of an open and shameless
rebellion against the Creator and His ninth gene: “Do not testify falsely
against your neighbor” (Exodus 20:16). Do my lips and my behavior
always testify the truth?
10th gene: In the Matrix, the citizens live in fear of looking poor, they
flaunt what they have and covet everything else, then they buy what they
don’t yet have, they build in constant competition with their neighbors.
They do things they want people to talk about, they spend, expand and
they are what they own.
The heart of the Matrix pulses to the rhythm of an open and shameless
rebellion against the Creator and His tenth gene: “Do not covet your
neighbor’s house; do not covet your neighbor’s wife, or his butler, or
his maid, or his ox, or his donkey, or anything else that belongs to your
neighbor” (Exodus 20:17). What dream do my deepest aspirations follow?
I realize that the rebellion against the holy, immutable law of God, the
reflection of His holy, perfect character, does not recognize the true
CHRIST and paves the way for theANTICHRIST and his Luciferian DNA.

In the Matrix, the citizens live in fear of looking
poor, they flaunt what they have and covet
everything else, then they buy it and they build
in constant competition with their neighbors.
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They do things they want
people to talk about, they
spend, expand and they are
what they own.

Pater Noster.
The paternity test
A paternity test is carried out to determine
paternity, i.e. if a man is the biological father
of another individual or not. This test may
be important in view of the father’s rights
and responsibilities. It is carried out using DNA analysis. Sexual
reproduction causes the DNA of both parents to unite randomly to
create a unique combination of genetic material in a new cell. It follows
that an individual’s genetic material originates from their parents’
genetic material. By comparing the DNA sequences of one individual
with those of another, I can determine whether one individual originates
from the other or not. Specific sequences are examined to see if they
have been copied precisely from the genome of one individual to that
of another. If this is the case, this fact proves that the genetic material of
one individual originates from that of another.
Jesus, when he was frontally and directly attacked by the prince of the
Matrix (the commander-in-chief of the DEMONS) in the desert, clearly
showed the origin of His spiritual genetic material. To each of the three
temptations he didn’t reply employing personal genes, such as His
strength or His intelligence for example, but He replied with a simple,
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sharp “It is written”. Yes, the Bible was also Jesus’ pole-star throughout
His life on earth. And so Jesus overcame rebellion with obedience and
pride with humility. Jesus was the perfect example of the divine DNA
in man, and being like Him, i.e. being Christian style, is ultimately
the most important matter in my life.
From whom does my spiritual genetic material originate? What do the
results of my spiritual paternity test say; whose child do I choose to be?
Have I accepted Jesus’ invitation to come out of the Matrix, assimilating
His uncontaminated DNA in me, or have I decided to be the child of
another father who will brand me indelibly with the mark of evil?
I either accept, wholly and in its pure state, God the Creator’s DNA
which contains the necessary genetic information and indispensable
molecules for the harmonious development and correct functioning
of His entire creation or I deliver myself with my own hands over to
the destiny awaiting evil and its doers, great and small: an eternal,
irreversible death.
Even if I have come to discover the very essence of evil as a genetic
mutation of the divine DNA, the X-files of the prince of the Matrix are
still not completely deciphered. On the contrary, I still have to decipher
the very X-files regarding the soon and imminent future of planet earth.
But thanks to my pole-star I can find out the future that awaits me.
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The Bible was also Jesus’
pole-star throughout His
life on earth.
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It has been discovered that when an individual falls asleep and their
thoughts “drift”, the brain waves start to slow down. Brain waves are
graph traces that show the electrical activity of the brain. Depending
on the waves emitted by the brain I can identify the following five
macroscopic phases:
• Delta waves: these waves characterize deep sleep;
• Theta waves: are the waves of the stages in which I dream;
• Alpha waves: are waves typical of the phase of being “half-asleep”
and the moments preceding my falling asleep
• Beta waves: are the waves my brain emits when I am conscious:
• Gamma waves: are the waves I register in states of being particularly
alert or tense.
According to the very well-known parable of the ten virgins that Jesus
Himself told (Matthew 25:1-13), the prince of the Matrix has managed
to make all ten of the virgins fall asleep while awaiting the bridegroom
i.e. Christians who are waiting for their Lord and Savior. But Jesus
again, with the same parable, assures me that at midnight, or just before
His return there will be a powerful wake-up call. Jesus Himself then
prophesies a lightening passage of all His fans from the state of deep
sleep (Delta waves) to the state of particular wakefulness and alertness
(Gamma waves). I want to carefully follow the decodification of the
principle of the brainwave frequencies applied to my “spiritual sleep”,
listening to and assimilating this powerful cry of spiritual re-awakening
from Matrixian hypnosis.
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Delta:
Mass hypnosis
The Latin expression “Panem et Circenses”
is used, often with a negative connotation, to
define the political tactics used by individuals
or groups with the aim of attracting and
keeping the consensus of the people by organizing group entertainment
activities, or more specifically, distracting the citizens’ attention from
political affairs so that they would be handled only by the elite. The
expression “Panem et Circenses” exemplified an extremely influential
mechanism of power over the Roman people, a true instrument in the
hands of the powerful to cease the masses’ discontent.
The prince of the Matrix uses the same strategy today to control the
masses. He is imprisoning the entire human race in an invisible, silent,
odorless, immaterial cell. It is a true silent war.
That my brain continually endures attacks from the outside is now a
fact of which I am well aware. What takes me unawares is the discovery
that I have become the subject of a real “Mass Hypnosis” without ever
having perceived its existence. And yet words, colors, sounds and
techniques, of which I have never become aware, are continuously
used without scruples in the Matrix with the aim of hypnotizing. This
continual, invisible bombardment has a strong influence on the way my
conscious and subconscious minds view themselves and the world.
In short, I am becoming more and more of a spectator in the world
than a participant without ever realizing it. This happens because
“hypnotizing spirits” decide the fate of the Human Race while I am
sitting on the sidelines watching them play the game. I haven’t even had
to lie on a couch to hear their words whispered into my ear! It’s enough
to sit in my armchair and listen to the news, the actors, the voices in the
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background of the adverts and the various presenters; the deed is done.
The messages slowly insinuate themselves in my mind until I think the
way the supreme leaders of the Matrix want me to think. All this might
seem an excessively apocalyptic vision of the situation but it corresponds
to the current Matrixian reality!
In view of these facts, it seems there’s almost no escape since I am
subjected to a “silent war” that fires messages in the place of bullets.
Messages set in motion by data processors rather than gunpowder; from
a computer rather than a rifle… Unfortunately, when a secret weapon is
used gradually I never become aware of its presence. Quite the contrary,
I adapt to the point of tolerating its invasion in my life. A weapon that
makes no noise, causes no evident physical or mental wound and does
not obviously interfere with my social or everyday life. A subtle war
given that I am not able to recognize the weapon that strikes me and I am
therefore lead to believe that that weapon does not exist and that perhaps,
it is the fruit of the sick fantasy of all those who love to see conspiracy
everywhere.
Jesus predicted that in the last days, just before His return, His fans
(defined virgins) would all be spiritually asleep (Matthew 25:1-13).
It would seem that in this case too real mass hypnosis has occurred.
Religious leaders, spiritual guides and self-styled fans of Jesus are blind
to the signs of the times prophesied by the Bible.
And me? Are my main worries bread, entertainment, my career and
hobbies, thus voluntarily remaining in my invisible prison? Or am I
engaged with steely determination in coming out of the Matrix, reflecting
the character of Jesus i.e. God’s DNA?
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Religious leaders, spiritual
guides and self-styled fans
of Jesus are blind to the signs
of the times prophesied
by the Bible.

Theta:
A spiritual cancer
Cancer is defined as a mass of tissue that grows
in an excess and uncoordinated manner with
respect to normal tissue and persists in this
state after the stimuli that induced the process
stop. This uncontrolled, uncoordinated growth of a group of cells is
determined by alterations in their genetic inheritance.
In the Matrix a permanent genetic alteration is taking place right in the
spiritual field. The supreme leaders of the Matrix have indeed reached
the conclusion that their “one world” will progress only when the
present religious obstacles will be eliminated and all humanity observes
a single religious creed i.e. only when the original spiritual genetic
inheritance given to me by my Creator will be supplanted by a genetic
mutation created in the laboratory of evil. Indeed I discover that a
universal politico-religious fusion is already underway. Before my eyes,
spiritually hypnotized by the great director and puppet master of the
Matrix, a new mystical spiritual philosophy is arising that presents itself
as a development of faith in Jesus. The prince of the Matrix is preparing
an alternative religious framework, with which the whole population of
the earth will soon, very soon, have to align itself.
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In the Matrix today I find numerous preachers and books that claim to
nourish my innate spiritual hunger with a synthesis of religious practices,
beliefs, traditions and rites from the most diverse Matrixian backgrounds.
This emerging spiritual wave does not propose a return to the pure
origins of the one, immutable DNA of God, but a spiritual syncretism
of a vaguely just about Christianish appearance. And this forced cross
between the word of the Creator and the lies of the rebellious creature
is bringing about a Christian-Matrixian syncretism, which is already
giving birth to a new religious system in which beliefs and practices
based on the teachings of Jesus and the Bible co-exist with the religions
and doctrines of DEMONS.
In the Matrix today there is a great (and prophetically suspicious)
emphasis on the unification of all those who profess to be fans of Jesus,
of every creed and denomination. The principle is: “After all we are
not so different… we can certainly work together. If we put aside our
doctrinal differences we can agree on the things we have in common.”
Numerous religious leaders indeed would swear that the call to observe
Bible truths (such as the fourth commandment regarding the day of rest)
does nothing but cause division and therefore should be avoided in the
name of love and unity among the brothers. In so doing, these leaders
ignore the Bible, my pole-star that helps me to distinguish the ANGELS
from the DEMONS. The Scriptures could not more clearly oppose this
spiritual genetic mutation: “Whoever goes out and does not remain in the
doctrine of Jesus does not have God. Whoever remains in the doctrine
has the Father and the Son” (see 2 John 1:9). And besides ignoring the
Bible these pseudo-prophets mutate the divine DNA, ignoring its most
important gene: holiness.
This Christian-Matrixian syncretism is bringing about a reduction
of all the elements of faith to the lowest common denominator. The
Word of God in its most inconvenient and unpopular parts is ignored,
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experience becomes more important than the Truth, miracles and
wonders more important than the “it is written”. The sound doctrine of
ANGELS and divine correction are judged to be elements of division
and conflict without love. But the truth offends only those who do not
want to hear it. To ignore the truth means to sell my soul to a destiny of
eternal destruction.
I have reached the crux of the question. Soon in the Matrix biblical
fundamentalism will be branded as a sectarian spirit and labeled a global
threat. This means that those who believe in the divine inspiration of
the Bible and its absolute values are dangerous extremists; they are
therefore considered a public enemy and treated as such! Those who on
the other hand passively bend to the corruption of the purity of God’s
Word and accept the Luciferian DNA will be honored and respected.
And Revelation (13:3-4) leaves no doubt about the fact that the whole
earth will worship the new god, totally absorbing his DNA.
If I examine the matter closely, the Matrixian politico-religious fusion
therefore turns out to be a brilliant, sparkling communication strategy that
allows me to find no sure points of reference. I am impotently witnessing
a more flexible interpretation of the Gospel, a redefinition of the concept
of being a fan of Jesus and agitated, disproportioned accentuation and
tolerance. On the other hand, the integral proclamation of the Word of
God is hastily, cheerfully cast aside. But I want to ask myself: what is
the ‘common ground’ that unites faith and unbelief, the Gospel of Jesus
and the doctrines of DEMONS, the divine and the Luciferian DNA? A
fan of Jesus cannot ignore the ‘genetic differences’ that separate them
from the fans of the Matrix. I cannot ignore the condition of the fan of
the Matrix, hiding from him the great, vital Bible truths of which he
is still ignorant. Since my principles lead me to the great mandate, I
must necessarily proclaim the original Gospel of Jesus in the Matrix…
without “serpentine revisitations”. Only the original, uncontaminated
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DNA has the power to free the fans of the Matrix from their position of
slavery. This is why the tyranny that enslaves this world is terrorized by
it and fights it with every means possible. God’s DNA is the nightmare
of the DEMONS and their commander-in-chief.
Even a superficial analysis of what is happening in the “made in the
Matrix” religious world cannot conceal from me the fierce calling
into question of the original, authentic foundations of faith in Jesus.
It is a true spiritual cancer. The Bible predicts how this cancer will
spread throughout the world. But God’s call to His fans is: “Come out
of the Matrix so that you will not be infected by its spiritual cancer”
(see Revelation 18:4). God Himself will sit among His fans. Only they
are the true people of God! They will be a people who unconditionally
reflect the image, character and holiness of the Creator.
These fans of Jesus are still scattered throughout all the religious
denominations but they will unite under pressure from the new universal
politico-religious leadership, to form a group about which Jesus
prophesized: “Do not fear, oh little flock, because it is your Father’s
pleasure to grant you the kingdom” (Luke 12:32). And this last flock
of Jesus’ fans does not await a kingdom of earthly peace possessed by
men, but the return of their Lord Jesus Christ in person. This last remnant
church will not unite in large temples and ecclesiastic buildings but, as
in the time of the Apostles, in small communities, in their houses and in
isolated places. It will be a clandestine church; it will return to the times
of the catacombs. But the greater the external pressure from the Matrixian
Christian community, the more the little flock’s faith in Jesus will grow.
And so a flock will grow under one Pastor, just as Jesus predicted.
A flock immune to the Matrixian spiritual cancer. An unbeatable flock,
because it bears the genetic code of the omnipotent Creator.
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Alfa:
Another messiah
Today in the Matrix there is an immense, wellorganized network formed of thousands from
groups, organizations, associations, clubs,
lodges and religious groups with the aim and
intention of preparing the world for the dawn of a new age, the Age
of Aquarius (New Age). The “master plan” of this network is to draw
attention to and push to the forefront the sole leader of the world, a new
messiah called the Christ or Maitreya, who will come to teach me to
live in peace with others. The objective of the movement is thus that of
preparing the world to receive the new messiah and bring in the Age of
Aquarius, thus establishing a new universal realm on planet earth.
In the New Age philosophy the principle idea is that of the “conscience
of Christ”. In other words Christ is a force rather than an individual. This
idea of the “conscience of Christ” asserts that Jesus was not the only
Christ, but He equipped Himself to receive the “conscience of Christ”,
just as Buddha, Krishna and many others probably did. The fans of the
New Age believe that Jesus received the conscience of Christ at His
baptism and that He released it at the moment of His crucifixion.
As impossible as it is for me to trace a definitive profile, the main
conviction that almost all the fans of this new message have in common
is that planet earth and the entire human race are on the threshold of
spiritual progress that, if reached, will allow access to a new awareness:
2012 is the date that, more or less in unison, is recognized as the indicative
term for this transition and the moment in which all the divisions, both
internal and external, that oppress contemporary man, can be overcome
thanks to the practice of meditation and seeking harmony with the
universe; the date indicated as the bridge that will finally lead to the age
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of Aquarius, the new era of light and universal brotherhood.
This new spirituality declares a total openness of ideas towards all
religions but the philosophy on which it is founded is a precise, calculated
effort to undermine Jesus, God’s only Son, with a new message that has
been working behind the scenes over the centuries.
• Who could this shadow messiah, defined by the Bible as the
Antichrist, be if not Lucifer who from the beginning has wanted to take
Jesus’ place?
• Who could the author of this new era of light and brotherhood be if not
Lucifer, the old lightbearing angel?
• Who could be the bringer of a new universal law and peace if not
Lucifer who from the Genesis has done all he could to discredit the
divine law and harmony in the universe?

This new spirituality is a
precise, calculated effort to
undermine Jesus, God’s only
Son, with a new messiah.
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Beta:
The invisible empire
One of the Matrix’s main characteristics is
the dissolution of the traditional nation-states
bringing about a single planetary government
regulated by a central power. The leaders of
the Matrix are enthusiastic about the prospect of peace and a new era
through the establishment of an enlightened, universal authority. And
the world population accepts pacifically all this believing that the new
authority will bring peace to the entire human race.
My pole-star, in the 17th chapter of its last book, tells me about the
creation of a “New Planetary Leadership” by the Antichrist, the excherub Lucifer who wants to take Jesus’ place, precisely in these last
days. Surely this impostor will have to have at his disposal a subtle form
of dictatorial government to control the citizens without opposition.
To preserve a fragile social order the prince of the Matrix will very
soon repress every form of dissent, resistance and uprising. Indeed
the apocalyptic revelations in the Bible warn me in no uncertain terms
that together with the formation of a world religion and politics, in the
Matrix a universal dictatorship will rise up. And these new dictators,
by playing on the specter of emergency to limit civil liberties with
emergency measures are already taking possession of the democracies
known to me today.
History teaches me that all the Matrixian dictators always employ
the same strategy. Control is power. Although they are dictators with
different ideologies they find common ground in their strategy. All
the dictators always adopt the same schemes and tactics to limit free
societies and eliminate dissent.
It is far too easy for me to observe the world and believe that these
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biblical warnings are exaggerated or out of tune with the times: after all,
I continue to do what I have always done. I navigate in the fascinating
world of Internet, switch from one TV channel to another, enjoy the
Hollywood flicks, read the bestsellers and newspapers that give me
an overall perspective on the current political world, courts hold trials,
newspapers publish news, protesters march against war, preparations for
an election campaign are underway.
In the collective imagination dictatorships have very evident facets like
the scenes in a film: the boots climbing the stairs, someone knocking on
the door in the middle of the night, the troops marching in the streets, the
giant banners unfurled over the buildings. Scenes of terror with smoke
on the horizon coming out of cremation ovens. I am used to seeing
sensational images regarding totalitarian societies: gulags, concentration
camps, killing fields. Even the more educated citizens of the Matrix
believe that as long as the press publishes and parliament makes laws
then all is well. However, normality often preannounces the start of
a change, a point of no return in a dying democracy. Normality often
continues to exist even when a violent dictatorship has established itself.
Indeed history teaches me that the establishment of a dictatorship does
not necessarily mean mass extermination of the people. Historically,
dictatorship has a semblance of normality. Initially there are high profile
arrests for “treason” or sporadic arrests for “espionage”. All this happens
invisibly while tourists visit the monuments en masse and celebrities
parade in the city nightclubs. So I don’t pay much attention to the
evolutionary process that transforms a free society into a place where
all this can happen.
And yet today in the Matrix, concepts like democracy and liberty are
silently disappearing. Civil, political, social and ethical rights that are the
foundation of democracy are more and more ignored and trampled on.
A technocratic corporation with a tyrannical edge based on surveillance,
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monitoring, indoctrination by the mass media, military oppression and a
radical separation of the social classes is being established on all levels.
Surveillance cameras, microchips, social networks and mass means
of communication are greatly used by a small circle of governors to
manipulate the will of the masses who live under the constant oppression
of poverty, hunger and sickness. A sort of Orwellian nightmare with “Big
Brother” in which a shamefully rich, powerful and corrupt confraternity
lives off a population kept in ignorance regarding its real condition of
material and spiritual slavery. And so, through the legislation of the
governments and thanks to a new spirituality in the churches, the prince
of the Matrix, with the help of the DEMONS and politically sided and
religiously allied people, is injecting his DNA into every living soul.
Yes, I can finally see clearly! In material terms the Matrix is a technological
police state, governed by a powerful, obscure elite constantly seeking to
keep the masses subjugated. In spiritual terms, the Matrix is a world in
the image and likeness of Lucifer, Jesus’ great adversary.
It’s a rather grey, gloomy image of tomorrow’s world, from a social,
economic and political point of view. But I want to remember two
things:
1. The prophet Daniel prophesied that the last days would be times of
great anguish as there has never been before in the history of the human
race (Daniel 12:1);
2. The main capability of the architect of the Matrix, as already
demonstrated in heaven with the ANGELS, is precisely his capacity to
keep his plans and intentions invisible till the last minute.
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In material terms the Matrix is a technological
police state, governed by a powerful, obscure
elite. In spiritual terms, the Matrix is a world in
the image and likeness of Lucifer, Jesus’ great
adversary.

Gamma:
Lying miracles
I will soon find myself facing an incredible
series of very evident paranormal phenomena,
so miraculous that they will immediately
cause all the world religions to agree. A welldevised progressive sequence of supernatural manifestations so clear
and irrefutable as to be questioned by no one. Evidence of such strength
as to immediately cause all wars to cease and impose a new powerful
collective conscience able to immediately unify all men as never before.
But who will appear hypnotizing the world with signs and wonders?
• The deceased, characters from history and my loved ones, who from
the “hereafter” greatly desire to give me advice?
• The reincarnated who, under hypnosis, are greatly concerned about
enlightening me?
• The Martians who, having come from very far away, greatly desire to
meet me?
• The spirits who present themselves to me under the false guise of
ANGELS of light?
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• The goddess who is so similar (over the centuries and continents) to the
ancient female divinities?
• The Christ who wants to establish his not very heavenly and very
earthly kingdom?
According to practically all the “made in the Matrix” religions,
supernatural phenomena will monopolize the attention of the world
in the last days. And from 2012 these supernatural phenomena will
increase, unleashing all their saving, miraculous energy to unite all the
religions under the wings of a new messiah. This moment coincides with
the beginning of a new era of peace and wellbeing.
Is it truth or counterfeit, of ANGELS or of DEMONS? How do I know if
my own senses are tricking me? My pole-star offers me three clues:
1. The Antichrist will perform signs and miracles, even deceiving, if it
were possible, Jesus’ fans;
2. The last days will not be ones of peace but of tribulation;
3. The dead cannot appear.
The Bible also gives me peremptory warning in 1st Thessalonians
5:3 that when this entity, together with all its fans, says: “Peace and
safety”, then sudden destruction will come upon them, like labor pains
to a pregnant woman; and they will not escape. Indeed, once again in the
apocalyptic revelations of the Bible, in chapter 18, I find crystal clear
indications regarding the sudden ruin of the Matrix and the abrupt end of
this invisible dictatorial empire. I read:
1. “Your judgment has come in a moment” (verse 10);
2. “In a moment such great riches were destroyed” (verse 16);
3. “In a moment it was reduced to a desert… so the Matrix… will no
longer be found” (verses 19-21).
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The biblical image does not describe a harmonious continuation towards
the future, but a crisis and radical discontinuity in a short period of time,
which suddenly gives rise to the battle of Armageddon, the final crisis…
the last confrontation between ANGELS and DEMONS, the epilogue of
the great battle between Jesus the Creator and Lucifer the creature.
My pole-star reveals to me the destiny of the Matrix: the empire of
empires will end up like Sodom and Gomorrah (Isaiah 13:19).

The biblical image does
not describe a harmonious
continuation towards the
future, but a crisis and a
radical discontinuity in a short
period of time.
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Justice.
The seven last plagues
The closer we get to Jesus’ return and the
final battle between good and evil, the more
the ANGELS intervene with strength and
determination in the lives of the fans of Jesus,
who are called “saints” and/or “saved” in the Bible. The book of
Revelation is, indeed, full of extraordinary interventions by ANGELS
to help the “saints”.
The ANGELS’ main task is to accompany me on my walk of faith
and protect me from the continual attacks by the DEMONS. But
they will not always hold back the winds of strife (see Revelation
7:1). Precisely for this reason, at the end of probation when every
human being will have made their choice, the ANGELS will no longer
be able to take care of those who will have rejected (at that point,
definitively) the divine protection, accepting the mark of belonging to
the Matrix. And so the winds of strife will blow freely over the earth
in the form of plagues, striking seven times those who have chosen to
distance themselves from the vital presence of their heavenly Father
(Revelation 16:1-2).

The fans of Jesus will be once more gathered,
like the hen gathers her chicks, under the
protective wings of their omnipotent God.
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These winds will be violent, their scourge devastating but the citizens
of the Matrix struck by the plagues will continue to blaspheme the
name of God (Revelation 16:11, 21), while the fans of Jesus, marked
in their foreheads with the seal of good, will be once more gathered,
like the hen gathers her chicks, under the protective wings of their
omnipotent God (Revelation 7:2 and Luke 13:34).
The seven last plagues will be the final events before Jesus’ return. The
Matrix will crumble, evil will end and my world will be cleansed of
all that destroys and causes pain. But, during these plagues which will
strike with their curse the human allies of the old serpent, the Creator,
the whole angelic world and the saints/saved themselves will be the
ones to suffer the most.

The one.
The return of Jesus
My pole-star reveals to me that soon God the
Son will return to earth to finally bring man
back to his place of origin. It will be a day of
independence and total liberation from the
virus of the Matrix. The whole Bible directs my gaze towards this grand
event; to have my gaze directed “elsewhere” could cost me dearly.
Jesus will finally take me home where no weeping or war-cries will
be heard; where it will no longer be possible to see blood flow or tears
spilt over the murder victims. A place where I can fully enjoy love,
peace, freedom, solidarity, no longer as poignant, passing dreams, but
as eternal indestructible moments.
The Bible nails the prince of the Matrix down, unmasking him together
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with his mendacious X-Files. This is why this prince comes up with
thousands of tricks to keep me away from the saving information that my
pole-star offers me. An angel of light, then. But hell can hide where there
is too much light. My pole-star reminds me that the prince of the Matrix:
“…has blinded my mind so that the light of the Gospel of the Glory of
Jesus, which is the image of God will not shine in me” (2 Corinthians 4:4).
The light of the rebel angel is blinding; the light from Jesus and the
Gospel illuminates. One light, that of Jesus, that has no need of a stage
to shine, unlike that of the prince of the Matrix which cannot make itself
noticed without staggering effects and supernatural signs and wonders.
My pole-star depicts the prince of the Matrix as a “roaring lion”. He
roars because he knows he has little time left; he knows that Jesus’ return
will put an end to the dominion of his invisible, dictatorial, bloody, cruel
empire. The last move he has left to make is to ‘imitate’ the very return of
Jesus Christ. Jesus predicted this and to the disciples, who asked Him to
reveal the date of His return, He said: “Let no one deceive you. Because
many will come using my name, saying: ‘I am Christ’, and will deceive
many… So, if anyone says: ‘Here is Christ, or there’, do not believe it…
because as the lightening comes from the east and is visible as far as the
west, so too will be the coming of the Son of Man” (Matthew 24:27).
The Bible continues with the vision of Jesus’ return saying: “Because the
Lord Himself will descend from heaven with a loud shout, with the voice
of the archangel and the trumpet of God, and the dead in Christ will rise
first; then we who are alive and remain will be caught up together with them
in the clouds, to meet the Lord in the air…” (1st Thessalonians 4:16-17).
It just seems like a play on words: “to meet the Lord in the air”; but
these words are prophecy and they are also a safeguard. They will save
me from the thousands of presumed messiahs who torment my times.
The “Director” is making preparations according to the Bible prophecies,
thanks to a new gospel, a new religion/spirituality, a false return of
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Christ and a mendacious New Era. But I will not be able to be deceived:
because my pole-star tells me that the true Christ, Jesus, God the Son and
Michael the Archangel will not set their feet on the earth at His return;
they will not establish new laws or houses of prayer; they will not be
able to appear in any circumscribed geographical location because every
eye will see them. What is the purpose of staging a false return of Christ
other than to counterfeit the true return? Perhaps the liberation of the
human race is no longer a pious illusion; it’s probably closer than I can
imagine. I want to be very careful that no one deceives me… my eternal
life in heaven with Jesus depends on it.

Resurrection.
The waking of the dead
Thanks to the day of Jesus’ resurrection two
thousand years ago, there will be a marvelous
day for the resurrection of His fans: “Dear
fan, we do not want you to be ignorant about those who are asleep, so
that you will not be saddened like the fans of the Matrix who have no
hope. If we believe that Jesus died and rose again, then we also believe
that God the Father, through His Son, will bring those who have fallen
asleep back to join Him. For we tell you this by God’s word, that we who
are alive and remain till Jesus’ coming, will not precede those who are
asleep” (1st Thessalonians 4:12-15).
How wonderful! If Jesus were to return today, His fans who are alive
would see Him descend from heaven and at the same time they would
witness the resurrection of the fans who, over the centuries, have
descended into the tomb. If Jesus were to return at this moment I could
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witness the resurrection of the dead because the ‘last day’ would have
come; the only day on which the dead can rise. And if the dead rise only
on the last day, at the end of the world, that means that at this moment it
is not possible to find the soul of any deceased person in heaven.
God is the God of the living, not of the dead. He wants me to live forever.
While the Bible removes false, nebulous consolation, it however offers
me a steadfast certainty: not the indestructibility of the soul but the
reawakening of the entire being. No longer, therefore, wandering in
search of answers from the spiritist hereafter; but a certainty of the here
and now, in a serene, assured encounter with the Word of God: “God…
has put the thought of eternity in my heart” (see Ecclesiastes 3:11); this
Word tells me that I was created to live eternally. Ultimately, man aspires
to immortality because God wanted us to stay immortal: he created us
for this pleasure.
It is true that as human beings we continue to die; but a real paradise
awaits me: this is the hope that the Creator of the universe continues to
make resound from generation to generation, till the last day. Jesus rose
again in history; I will rise again in history. This is the Gospel, the
Good News of eternal life at Jesus’ return.

God is the God of the living,
not of the dead. He wants me
to live forever.
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Eternity:
A new world
“For, behold, I create a new world; no longer
will the Matrix be remembered; it will not
come back to memory. Be glad, yes, rejoice
exceedingly over what I am about to create;
for, behold, I create a new world for your delight and joy. I myself will
rejoice over the new world and will be glad about my fans; there will no
longer be sounds of weeping or cries of anguish heard; there will be no
more newborns who live only a few days, or elderly people who do not
live out their days. They will build houses and inhabit them; they will
plant vineyards and eat the fruit. They will no longer build and another
inhabit, they will no longer plant only for another to eat; because my
fans’ days will be like the days of a tree; they will always enjoy the work
of their hands. They will not labor in vain, they will no longer bear
children only to see them die suddenly; for they will be the descendants
of the blessed of the Lord. It will come to pass that, before they call
me, I will answer; before they ask me, I will already have granted their
request.
The wolf and the lamb will graze together, the lion will eat straw like the
ox, and the serpent will eat dust.
They will neither hurt nor destroy in this new world”, says the Creator
(see ISAIAH 65:17-25).
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For, behold, I create a new
world; no longer will the Matrix
be remembered; it will not
come back to memory.
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Destiny.
In front of a crossroad
Just as the Matrix in all its forms makes people
age, become ugly and weakens man very early
on, the same thing happens in the invisible
spiritual world. The Matrix is a “progressive
degenerative virus”. Despite his zeal and diligence, the prince of the
Matrix is a tired, ugly being and deeply disappointed with his work.
Evil has left its mark on him forever. This mustn’t however cause me
to drop my guard; I don’t want to underestimate him because danger is
always around the corner. Jesus himself invites me to “watch and pray
so that you don’t fall into temptation” (see Matthew 26:41), “because
the prince of the Matrix has come down towards me with great anger
because he knows he has little time” (see Rev 12:12).
Regarding the battle that took place in heaven between the ANGELS of
God and the DEMONS of the prince of the Matrix it is thus written that
the prince and his DEMONS did not win. Again in the following battles
that ensued on the earth the ANGELS got the better, they showed that
they were simply stronger. In these battles between good and evil I am
also involved as a man, day after day. The superiority of the ANGELS
in my life is always demonstrable to the degree to which I allow it.
“I therefore want to put on the whole armor of God, so that I can remain
strong against the pitfalls of the prince of the Matrix; my fight indeed
is not against flesh and blood but principalities, powers, the rulers of
darkness of this world, against the spiritual forces of evil that are in the
high places invisible to me” (see Ephesians 6:11-12).
“If you are not with me you are against me,” Jesus tells me in no
uncertain terms (Matthew 12:30). I cannot have the possibility of not
choosing or making a neutral decision as though this battle between
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good and evil, between Jesus and the prince of the Matrix, has nothing to
do with me. Jesus died for me and together with His ANGELS is fighting
for me. Yes, for me! To delay this decision is to take an explicit position
against Jesus in favor of the rebel angel. I want to be aware of this truth
that Jesus in person wants to transmit to me at this time. I am in front of
a crossroad in my life…

The superiority of the
ANGELS in my life is always
demonstrable to the degree
to which I allow it.

Exit strategy.
Come out of the Matrix
To come out of the Matrix means to stop
believing all the “entities of light” that present
themselves to me.
To come out of the Matrix means to stop
believing that my soul is immortal and accept the only antidote to my
eternal death: Jesus.
To come out of the Matrix means to stop inventing new divinities giving
them the place reserved for the only true God.
To come out of the Matrix means to stop promoting the alteration of the
divine spiritual DNA with a Christian-Matrixian fusion planned on the
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drawing boards of creatures.
To come out of the Matrix means to stop contradicting the genes of God’s
divine DNA and thus also His holiness and His love.
To come out of the Matrix is a program of transformation of my genetic
inheritance which is manifested through my character and lifestyle from
“diabolicum” to “sanctum”, from DEMON to ANGEL.
To come out of the Matrix is to have the courage to test, according to the
light of my pole-star, the Bible, the origin of the signs and wonders that
will soon capture and cloud my senses.
To come out of the Matrix means to fight, with Jesus’ help, against all my
character defects, never surrendering to the continual demonic attempt to
possess my soul.
To come out of the Matrix means to take a serious, clear and conscious
decision for Jesus, without continuing to remain in a false neutral and/or
lukewarm position.
To come out of the Matrix means to become definitively like Jesus, to be
Christian style!

Victory.
Finally free
In the world of the occult everything has a cost.
Every time I turn to soothsayers or magicians
or open any other X-file, I am called to pay
with interest. All the citizens of the Matrix that
have been directly or indirectly involved in occult practices are forced
to undergo the consequences: negative transformation of the character,
mental illness, emotional and affective disorders, psychological
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damage, physical illness, spiritual problems, inner fears and more.
Indeed, my pole-star has always warned me: “Don’t you know that if
you offer yourself to someone as a slave to obey them, you are a slave to
the person you obey: either of the evil that brings death or of the good
that brings righteousness?” (see Romans 6:16).
But Jesus assures me: “My dear fan, you will not be the one to fight
this battle” (2 Chron 20:15, 17). With His death on the cross and the
following resurrection, Jesus unmasked and triumphed over the X-files
of evil. He, who brought the DEMONS to their knees during His earthly
life annihilated their power and made their final destruction sure. My
pole-star confirms to me that “Jesus, the Son of God, incarnated Himself
as a man to destroy the works of the prince of the Matrix” (see 1 John
3:8b). “He has spoiled the principalities and powers of darkness, and
made a public spectacle of them, triumphing over them by means of the
cross” (Colossians 2:15).
Jesus’ victory gives me the victory over the occult forces of the DEMONS
that are still trying to control me while I walk with Him in peace, joy and
the assurance of His love. I no longer live in the spiritual darkness of the
Matrix or with the fear of obscure, evil powers, nor in ignorance and a
lack of meaning in my life. In this new liberty in Jesus, I am called to
grow in the likeness of His image, reflecting His uncontaminated DNA,
talking with Him daily in prayer and nurturing myself spiritually with
His Word.

“My dear fan, you will not be
the one to fight this battle.”
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Bodyguard.
I am not alone
The ANGELS are with me every day,
protecting me against the Matrixian attacks.
I am not alone in the struggle against evil! If
the veil that stops me from seeing the invisible
were to be removed, I would see the ANGELS, powerful creatures,
fighting for me. My protection is their mission!
Myriads of ANGELS protect me from Evil and distance the forces of
darkness that want to destroy me. The ANGELS watch over me. On this
earth myriads of divine messengers can be found, sent by God to keep
the DEMONS at bay from all those who refuse to follow their ways and
that they try to attract under their dominion. These protecting ANGELS
are in constant contact with my heavenly Father.
In the same way in which a man talks to a friend, the ANGELS have
always spoken to men to rescue them. Often the words of encouragement
from the heavenly messengers have revived the courage of many of
Jesus’ fans and elevated their earthly thoughts projecting them towards
the promised paradise where the saved will rejoice wearing white robes,
wearing bright crowns in the presence of the great, white throne of the
Creator of the universe.
I want to try to better comprehend the service of the ANGELS and keep
in mind that every sincere fan of Jesus has the guaranteed protection
of these celestial beings. Hosts of light and strength accompany the
humble in heart who believe in the divine Bible promises and make
them their own. Powerful heroes, cherubim and seraphim, seated at the
right hand of God, have the task of serving the fans of Jesus who have
been saved. The ANGELS also deserve my attention. God created them
as a blessing for man and they help me by suggesting to me the right
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thoughts and protecting me from the temptations of the prince of the
Matrix and his DEMONS.
God expects me to abandon the confusion and falsehood of the Matrix
to rejoice over the creation. I want to learn to trust God! I want to learn
to turn to Him because He has the power to free me! I want to tell my
heavenly Father clearly what I need. He will listen to my prayers too and
send me His ANGELS to protect me and help me do the right thing.
At Jesus’ promised return “God will send His ANGELS with a loud
sound of the trumpet to unite His fans from the four winds, from one
end to the other of the heavens” (Matthew 24:31). On that day, all the
ANGELS will accompany Jesus who returns to save all those who have
had the courage to come out of the Matrix. On that day, finally, I will be
able to meet my GUARDIAN ANGEL and see all that my eyes cannot
see. It will be marvelous when my Lord and Savior Jesus opens my eyes
to the invisible spiritual world. What wonders my eyes will see!
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A world invisible to the human eye is about
to come out into the open: powerful, imposing
creatures, guardians of the human race and
messengers of God, are about to reveal
themselves manifesting God’s glory. On the opposite side, the host of
Evil is ready to accuse the sincere fans of Jesus, but the heavenly host,
one thousand times ten thousand ANGELS, keeps watch so that those
who are tempted are protected, strengthened and reinvigorated. Both
armies are ready to take action but it is up to me to choose with which
army to fight, which pole-star to follow, which Jesus to look to and
which Gospel to heed.
Then, one day very soon, I will find myself in the presence of God, who
will hand me the eternal destiny I myself have chosen.

Postface
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In writing this book, we drew inspiration from
other sources, first and foremost, obviously, from
the Holy Bible (New Revised Version) itself.
The other human, more recent sources
(which we would advise you to read in their entirety) were not chosen
carelessly. On the contrary, we used others’ writings intentionally and
with awareness. We will try to indicate the sources used below.

Sources

The last trolley out by Morris Venden
Rivoluzione in Vaticano (Revolution im Vatican) by Martin Kobialka
The apocalyptic vision and the neutering of Adventism by George R. Knight
Le Christ de l’Apocalypse by Jean Zurcher
Omega by Lewis R. Walton
Trip into the supernatural by Roger Morneau
Unity of the churches, an actual possibility by Karl Rahner
The end of America by Naomi Wolf
Queen of all by Tetlow, Oakland and Myers
The truth about angels by Ellen G. White
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Particularly useful to us was the book Messaggi dall’aldilà [Messages
from the hereafter] by Luigi Caratelli who we thank in particular for
having allowed us to make use in our work here of the fruit, contained
in his book, of his several years of research on paranormal events.
However, this booklet as a whole has its own originality and does not
depend in any way on its sources. Its independence must be identified
in selectivity. The sources were useful to us but they did not really
condition us. Indeed, we tried to model the single reflections so that
they would be useful for the message we want to transmit to you and
to all those who would read it.
The final aim of this booklet, exactly the same as that of the first
volume, is to warn the world of the imminent return of our Savior
Jesus Christ. It is much nearer than the optimists and sincere seekers
of truth can even imagine or believe and the prophecies in God’s Word
warn us of the imminent conclusion of this planet’s history.
Jesus is about to return and the Bible says so clearly… Actually, it cries
it out to the four corners of the earth. “Behold, I come and with me the
reward for each man according to his deeds” (Revelation 22:12).
About two thousand years ago the first Christians, believing that
Christ’s second coming was imminent, greeted each other with the
word “Maranatha” which means “Come, Lord”.
Maranatha, dear fan of Jesus!
The authors
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